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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
!"Pentium II 350 Processor or AMD Athlon
!"64 Megs of RAM
!"Direct X (Direct Sound) Support Sound Card
!"5 Megs of Free Hard Drive Space
!"Windows 98, 98Se, Me and 2000 (NT 4.0 not
supported)
!"SVGA Graphics (800 x 600 Minimum @ 16 bit color)
!"CD-ROM

NOTE
Features
This manual has been written as a guide for all of the “PCDJ
Digital” products. Therefore, there may be certain features that you
will see in this manual that do not apply to the specific product that
you have.
Plug Ins
There are features in this manual that are plug-ins (they do
not come standard with the PCDJ Software. Most of these features
mentioned in this manual will be marked with an asterisk (*) to show
that they are a plug-in or related to the plug-in. These extras can be
purchased from Visiosonic by calling direct or via the pcdjc.com
Web site.
Products
Though there may be a few references to the PCDJ Pro
Digital 1200sl, the topic may still refer to our other “PCDJ Digital”
products as well.

Visiosonic : Toll Free 877-778-4746
Web Site: w w w .pcdj.com

Introduction


Congratulations on receiving the easy-to-use, professional
MP3 DJ system – The PCDJ Pro Digital 1200sl or PCDJ Digital
1200dmc. You’ve joined the ever growing worldwide list of DJ’s who
use this state-of-the-art player. Visiosonic has set a new standard
for making stable products that the professional can rely on.
Whether you’re not very familiar with computers, new at
mixing or a long-time veteran, learning how to use this product will
be simple. It is not assumed here that the reader already knows
what is being taught like in most manuals. This manual approaches
the subject at the right point – the basics – and moves the reader
through at the correct levels for understanding, with all of the
necessary information intact. Computer terms and other relevant
data “that everyone knows” are also explained in a basic way.
This manual is broken down into parts beginning with a
basic walk-through of the player to step-by-step instructions to
advanced procedures. There are also keyboard shortcuts
accompanied by a glossary of terms.

Important Note
It is vital that you do not continue beyond a point where you
don’t understand what you’re reading. It becomes impossible to
learn something that is based on other information that is not understood. In other words, if you don’t know what a “widgetmatizer”
(made up word) is, then you will not be able to; “adjust the widgetmatizer to the correct level...”.
The solution to not understanding something is to look back
earlier in the text and find the point where you were doing well.
Then begin reading again from that point and look for a word(s) or
symbol(s) that you do not understand. Then clear up the misunderstanding by looking in the glossary first, and if not listed there, go to
a dictionary or a reference book (like “...For Dummies”) and find out
what it means.
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Some things you should know about this manual before
starting:
Bold Print
The first time a new feature is mentioned in a section, or to
bring attention to a term, it will be in bold letters.
Left and Right Mouse Buttons
When the manual states to “click the mouse button”, it is
always referring to the left mouse button. Any right mouse clicking
will be specifically written with the word “right” in conjunction with
the command.
Clicking the Mouse Button
If the manual instructs to click on something in your Windows 
program (not in the PCDJ Software) and you get no response, then
double click on it. In most cases, one click activates a feature for
Windows  98 and a double click activates a feature for Windows 
95 or older.
Table of Confusion
The manual’s main Table of Contents is located at the back
of the manual in Part 4 of the Appendices section. The purpose of
this is: the first time reader, by reading the Table first, does not get
hit with a lot of terms that have not yet been defined, and thus be
left in a state of confusion.
FYI:
Helpful information is provided throughout the manual in
boxes. FYI means, For Your Information.
NOTE:
Important notes in italics are there for you as well.
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The PCDJ Pro Digital 1200sl
or PCDJ Digital 1200dmc
Some things you should know about the “PCDJ
Software” before starting:
The PCDJ Software
To keep repetition minimal, the PCDJ Pro Digital 1200sl
and/or the PCDJ Digital 1200dmc will be referred to as the “PCDJ
Software”.
The Players
The features in both Players “A” & “B” are exactly the same.
Close all other applications
It is strongly recommended that you close all applications on
your computer when using the PCDJ Software as they can interfere
with its performance.
Hint Dropdown Box
Holding the mouse pointer over most buttons and features in
the PCDJ Software will show a Hint Dropdown Box explaining what
you’re pointing to.

*

*

*

Foreword
TM

Mixing - The Next Generation
It’s somewhat redundant to say that computers are making
their way into almost every facet of life as we know it. From the
standpoint of the professional DJ, there has been at least a faint
cognizance of the inevitable day when computers would be used in
the mix. As you are reading this manual, you’re probably well aware
that this day has arrived.
There now exists a technology that is provoking the DJ to
move into the realm of computers. A technology that empowers him
like never before. It is called MP3.

The Development of MP3
MPEG, pronounced “em-peg,” stands for Moving Picture
Experts Group. This acronym stands for two things: First, it is a
sophisticated technology designed for the purpose of compressing
and transmitting audio-visual information (e.g., music and video)
over such networks as: satellite, the Internet and telephone, and
does this without any detectable loss in quality of the sound or
picture. Secondly, MPEG is an industry standards group that helps
make the coding and transmission of audio and visual information
universally compatible. (When you hear of MPEG, it is usually
referring to the technology.)
The potential that this tremendous breakthrough offers the
human race is almost overwhelming when one realizes its true
capabilities. This is only the starting point of something very big.
The number of doors of opportunity for improving everyday life as
this technology expands and improves seems almost endless.
MPEG Layer 3 (better known as MP3), is an extension of the
MPEG technology that specifically deals with music and other audio
files in how they are compressed and stored on a computer disk.
Layer 3 is the third evolution of three audio coding standards that
have evolved in the technology. With MP3, it is possible to produce
CD quality sound while only using up approximately one-tenth the
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amount of disk space used with that of typical CDs. For example,
you get about one hour of music on a CD, where, with MP3 files
you can get approximately 10 to 11 hours of music on the same
CD. One way this is done is: the MP3 format analyzes the audio
files and discerns which are within the realm of the human ear’s
ability to hear and which are not. The hearing range is within 20Hz
(cycles per second) and 20,000Hz. The MP3 format discards the
non-discernable sounds, saving ample amounts of disk space.
DJs are mixing with incredible precision, reaching further
realms of creativity and giving phenomenal performances like never
before by encompassing conventional mixing with the computer and
the PCDJ Pro Digital 1200sl MP3 software from Visiosonic. And for
auditions, the savvy DJ has this latest technology to remain a
competitive commodity in this ever growing field.
This DJ system for professionals is comprised of a pair of
virtual Players, a Mixer and a Recordcase, all visible from one
computer screen. The idea is simple: you copy (encode) your
collection of music to MP3 files, store them on a hard drive, then
use the PCDJ Software interface to set up your playlist, crossmix
between tracks, change volume levels, beat-match one song with
the other and so on. The interface is so friendly, it’s just like working
a real life system but with much more control and many more
capabilities.
As CD technology replaced vinyl records because of the
significant advantages it brought to the table, MP3 is the next
generation of digital format for duplicating and storing high quality
music. This format has great advantages over previous technologies.
The1200sl is a cutting edge tool for the DJ in utilizing the
computer and MP3 technology to their greatest capacities. A unique
marriage of Swedish and American insight along with a relentless
effort for simplicity of operation makes the PCDJ Software a beast
among others. And because of this, the transition to the inevitable
application of computers is painless and all empower-ing for the DJ.

*

*

*
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Part I Orientation
Chapter I Installation
™

Welcome
The PCDJ Software has many features not available from
other brand players. This manual will orient you with all of the features
in an easy-to-understand format. You will quickly find just how simple
this player is to use and how much freedom you now have in mixing
music. So let’s get started with this state-of-the-art MP3 DJ system.

Installing the PCDJ Software
If you have purchased a complete computer system from us
through mail order, the program has already been loaded for you,
and you can bypass the installation section of this manual.
If you have downloaded the (setup12.EXE) file from our web
site, go to the directory in your computer where you downloaded the
file and double click it to begin installation.
FYI: If you’re not sure where you have downloaded the file onto our
system, click on the Windows “Start”
button located in the
lower left corner of your computer screen in the Desktop Manager,
, then “Files or Folders…”
then click on “Find”
.
. Commence a search by typing “setup12.EXE” in
the “Named” dialog box. When you find the file, double click on it to
start the installation.
When you start the installation, a Welcome window is the first
button at
screen that you will see. Clicking on the “Next”
the bottom of the window will bring up the license agreement. You
must agree to the terms of the license in order to use the PCDJ
Software. Read all the information carefully and make certain you fully
understand it and agree to the terms before continuing with the
installation.

1
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[Diagram 1.]

C:\Program Files\D1200SL

The window that follows [Diagram 1.] asks where you would
like to install the files of the program. We suggest leaving the
default, “C:\Program Files\D1200SL”, but you may change the
path to fit your needs. Click “Next” to continue.
[Diagram 2.]

Select ProgMan Group

The following window [Diagram 2.] asks where you would
2
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like to have the icons stored in your Program Manager’s menu. We
have “Digital SL System”. This is the best choice and we recommend leaving this default. Click on “Next” to continue.
[Diagram 3.]

Ready to Install!

The next window that appears is a confirmation that the
program is ready for installation. Click on “Next” to proceed.
[Diagram 4.]

Installation Completed!
3
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After the installation is completed, the final window gives
notice that the program has successfully installed [Diagram 4].
NOTE: The program will also add a shortcut icon to your desktop at
this time. (This is so you can simply click on the icon to start up the
PCDJ Software program.) If you do not want the shortcut, then
uncheck the, “add shortcut to desktop” box.
Click on “Finish” to close the installation program.

Running The Program for the First Time
To run the program, click on the Windows “Start” button,
then click on “Programs”, then “Digital SL System” and then
“Digital 1200SL”. Follow the express instructions on the screen to
do a quick setup of the program.

Conclusion
Now that you have successfully installed the PCDJ Software,
let’s move on and quickly run through the (one time) configuration
step. Proceed to the next chapter in this manual.

*

*

*
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Chapter II
Configuration

When you run the PCDJ Software for the first time it will
issue you a temporary 30 day license. This is automatic with every
installation. Immediately after it issues the 30 day license, you can
run the Auto Configuration which will automatically detect your
sound card(s) and select an appropriate working mode as a starting
point. When this is done, you are ready to begin using the program.
NOTE: If for some reason your computer fails the Auto Configuration, it is possible there may be an incompatibility with the sound
card(s) you are using and the PCDJ Software. You should contact
the support department for further assistance. You can e-mail them
at support@visiosonic.com .
To make specific choices on how your PCDJ Software will
perform, based on your needs as a DJ, you may do so by entering
into the Program Configuration mode.
[Diagram 5.]

Title Bar

To enter Program Configuration, click on the (CFG)
button located at the top right-hand corner of your PCDJ Software
“Title Bar”. There are three categories of setting options: Hardware,
Software and License.

5
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Hardware:
Choosing a “Work Mode”
When you enter Program Configuration, Hardware is the
first section that appears (Diagram 6). Toward the top of this window
are four tabs: Workmode, Soundcard 1, Soundcard 2 and External.
These tabs are like those of an index card. When you click on
a tab, the card (or page) it is connected to will move to the top of
the stack for viewing.
[Diagram 6.]

Configuration: HARDWARE - Workmode Page

The first page you will see is titled “Workmode”. The
choices on this page are self explanatory.
At the top of the page (below “Select mode”) is a Sound
Blaster Live!™ selection box. Unlike other sound cards today, the

6
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SB Live sound card has two output channels (which act like two
separate sound cards). The Digital 1200sl is programmed to work
with the SB Live sound card as though you had two sound cards.
If you have an SB Live! sound card, select the box to the left
of “Enable SB Live support”. A “√
√ “ will show in the box. As a result,
all Workmode options will deactivate except #1 and #4. (You will
notice that the white selection circles and their respective black lettered
sentences turn gray.) Depending whether you have your own mixer
or not will determine which Workmode option you will choose.
If you have a mixer, choose Workmode option #1. If you do
not have one and need to use the virtual mixer, select option #4.
NOTE: When the “Enable SB Live support” option is selected, the
“Soundcard 2” page’s options are automatically disabled because it
serves no purpose when using the this sound card.
If you have two sound cards and a mixer, then select mode
“5”. This is the mode we recommend you use as a professional DJ.
If you have only one sound card, choose mode “4”. This
mode will output both Player “A” and Player “B” to the single output
channel of your sound card. It is basically for hobby use only, as
you cannot achieve true stereo separation using only one sound
card. (see the NOTE on the following page re: an exception to this.)
FYI: By using Workmode 4, you are amplifying the sound on top of
itself, and this will cause some distortion of the music. It is recommended
that this mode not be used for anything other than hobby use.
If you do not have a mixer (and have one soundcard), then
select mode “1”. This will give you a software mixer as well as
output both Players “A” and “B” and monitor to one sound card.

7
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NOTE: An exception to not having true stereo separation with only
one sound card is when you use a Sound Blaster Live!” sound card.
The PCDJ Software will enable you to achieve true stereo output
with this (one) sound card in this case because the “Sound Blaster
Live!” has two output channels. Choosing the “Enable SB Live
support” box, located at the top of the “Workmode” page in Hardware,
will automatically select the Workmode settings for you and will
sustain a professional stereo performance status with this setup.

Setting up “Soundcard 1” (Optional)
Directsound driver 1
Auto Configuration will have completed this step for you, but
if you want to choose a different sound card, follow the steps below.
Otherwise, proceed to “External” on page 9.
[Diagram 7.]

Configuration: Soundcard 1 Page

NOTE: If you have installed two sound cards that are the same
brand, you will see the driver listed twice. MAKE SURE YOU
SELECT THE FIRST DRIVER ON THE LIST for this one.
8
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Volume control
Next, you can set the volume control. Click in the “Volume
control” text box and select the first driver on the list just below
“(None)”.
Now, click on the “Start test” button. It will go through
various processes, testing your sound card to make sure it will work
with the PCDJ Software. You will see at the bottom: “All tests ok!”
(see Diagram 7). This means the card is working and you can
proceed to the second sound card dialog box.

Setting up “Soundcard 2” (Optional)
NOTE: If you choose SB Live! support, the second sound card
setting is disabled and is not required.
Click on the “Soundcard 2” tab.
Setting up “Soundcard 2” is exactly like “Soundcard 1”
except for one difference. The second driver must be selected for
both the “Directsound driver 2” and “Volume control”.
FYI: If you choose the same driver as sound card 1, all your music
will be played out of the one sound card only. This would defeat the
purpose of the PCDJ Software.
Once you’ve selected your second drive for “Directsound
driver 2” and its volume control, click on “Start test” and make sure
you get the “All tests ok !” line at the bottom.
NOTE: If you do not get this “All tests ok !” line at the bottom of either
of the “Soundcard 1” or “Soundcard 2” tests, you can receive technical
support by clicking on the “Copy results to clipboard” button.
Then open “New Mail” in your e-mail program and paste the test
results by clicking on “Paste” in the “Edit” menu. Add your address
so we can contact you, then send it to: support@visiosonic.com
and type “test results” in the “Subject:” text box. Tech support will
read your diagnostics and assist you in debugging the problem.
9
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External
This page is for using other devices that require Com Port
connection. This will be covered in the last chapter.

SOFTWARE:
[Diagram 8.]

Configuration: Interface Page

Interface
The “Interface” section in the “Software” portion of “Settings”
allows you to choose specific interface parameters of your player. In
other words, this area is designed so you can customize your
software’s appearance and how it interacts with you, based on your
specific needs and desires.

10
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Module order
The first item you can manage is the “Module order”. This
allows you to arrange (from top to bottom) the positions of the Players,
Mixer and Recordcase as they appear on the screen to suit your
preference. The default order is Players+Mixer+Recordcase”. The
first on top, second in the middle and third on the bottom. Click on
different “Module orders” and then click on the “CFG” button to see
the actual changes in the positioning of modules on your computer
screen. Choose the one you like best. (Below is the list of other
“Module orders” that you can choose from.)
[Diagram 9.]

Module Order

NOTE: If you choose Workmode 5 (in Hardware) to operate in, the
“Mixer” will not be displayed. However, if you ever decide to change
the mode, the Mixer would then be present.

Keymapping
Visiosonic has a pre-programmed USB keyboard, called the
Hot F Keys Controller, that can be purchased separately. It works
directly with the PCDJ Software and is designed to make mixing
with the player even more efficient. Many functions of the “1200sl”
can be triggered by simply pressing one/two keys on the Hot F
Keys Controller.
The “Keymapping” text box exists in Configuration so the
11
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PCDJ Software will work with the Controller. If you are going to be
using the Hot F keys Controller presently, choose “USB
Hotkeys/Alternative” in the dialog box’s menu. If not, leave the
default setting at “Original”.

Reset Hot F Keys to Default
As mentioned above, the Hot F Keys Controller comes preprogrammed for the PCDJ Software. But the Controller allows for
changing any of the key functions. If you change some of the key
functions but, mess up in some way, the “Reset Hot F Keys to
default” button automatically resets the Controller to the original
pre-programmed settings.
To reset the Hot F Keys Controller to its original preprogrammed settings, click the “Reset Hot F Keys to default”
button and follow through the sequence of dialog boxes, clicking on
the appropriate answer buttons (“OK”, “YES”, etc.) to completion.

24/12 Hour Clock
The “12 Hour Clock” dialog box is for setting the clock that
is located at the left side of the 1200sl’s Title Bar [see Diagram 8]. If
you wish to view the time display in a 12 hour clock versus a 24
hour clock, select this option by clicking in the box to the right (a “√
√”
will show in the selection box.) Otherwise, the default is set for a 24
hour clock.

LCD Blink on end
This option is very useful as it offers a forewarning that the
end of a song is approaching. You have the choice of either the
“Elapsed” time or Remaining” time displayed on the players [see
Diagram 19, numbers 3 and 4 in Chapter 3] to begin to blink at a
specified time by clicking either the “Elapsed” or “Remain”. The
blink time, which is set in the “On the remaining” feature (to the
right), can be set to begin as high as 59 seconds before the end of

12
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a song and as low as 5 seconds. The default setting is set for 30
seconds and has only the “Remaining” time display blink. A “√
√ ” is
displayed in the selection box which activates this option.

Use Black Background
This option, when checked (“√
√ ”), will create a black background on the screen. This will hide your Windows Desktop
Manager screen or what ever you have in the background. By
default, this option is not checked.

Auto Position and Size Screen
This feature, when chosen, will automatically size and
center the Digital 1200sl to the relative size of the computer screen
it is being displayed on.

Pitch Bend
The “Pitch Bend” feature allows you to temporarily slow
down or speed up a song. These
buttons are located
at the top of the “Pitch Control” [see Diagram 10]. You can choose
the degree of bend in pitch in three different levels: slow/normal/
fast. The setting is in 1/10th of a percent, (e.g., the number 12 =
1.2%). The default setting for low is 12 (1.2%), for normal it is 25
(2.5%) and fast is 50 (5%). Just click the Up/Down arrows, for each
level to, change the pitch bend percentages.

Pitch Step
The “Small Step” buttons, located next to the Pitch Control
Slide (see Diagram 10), permit you to move the Pitch Control Slide
(up or down) in very small increments.
The “Pitch Step” setting in Configuration allows you to set
the degree of movement of each click of the Small Step buttons.

13
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The higher the number in the Pitch Step text box, the greater the
movement up or down of the Pitch Control Slide with each click of
the Small Step buttons. It is designed to allow greater
precision of movement of the “Pitch Control Slide”.
[Diagram 10.]

Pitch Bend

Pitch Control Slide
Small Step

Pitch Control

Pitch Span A,B
The “Pitch Span” allows you to control the range (or percentage) of change in the BPM (Beats Per Minute) of a song when
using the “Pitch Control Slide” [see Diagram 10]. The lowest
option is 4 % and the highest is 52 %. Its default setting is at 24 %.
The left box is for Player “A” and the right, Player “B”.

Files & Path
This section is for storing program file information of your
PCDJ Software in particular locations on your computer.
NOTE: These are default directories which should not be altered.
Proceed to the next tab in the “Software” section.

14
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Automation
Automation offers a number of features which automatically
perform tasks for ease and simplicity.

Autocue on stop
Some songs either begin with complete silence or a very low
volume level, lacking a dance beat. “Autocue on stop” allows you
to skip the silence or low volume introductions of songs. It works by
dealing with a low volume range of dynamics. By filtering out the
[Diagram 11.]

Configuration: Automation Page

quiet introduction, the song will start playing on its first strong beat.
It basically allows you to cut out the intro portion while restricting
any loss of the beat in your existing mix. This way, there’s no
silence or gap in music from one song to another.
It allows a setting from “0” to “300” with “25” being the
default. The number is represented in a 10th of a percent (e.g.
15
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25 = 2.5% and 300 = 30%.) The higher the number set, the greater
the amount of volume that will be filtered out.
If you want to use this option, click on the selection box. A
“√
√ ” will show in the box. By default, this option is not turned on.

Autoupdate recordcase
Any changes made in TRACK INFORMATION [see Diagram
24] will automatically refresh (or update) your group lists in the
Recordcase. By un-checking the selection box, the refresh action will
not occur automatically and must be done manually. Default is set
to the “ON” position.
FYI: You are given this option because if you have a lot of songs
(more than 3000) it can take a while to do the update, depending on
the speed of your computer, so you may not want an update to
occur during a performance.
If you want the “Autoupdate recordcase” feature off and wish
to manually update, the way to do this is to right click in the Recordcase area, then click on Utilities, then Refresh List/group. The
group in the Recordcase will update.

Autoplay/shuffle mix on end seconds
The “Auto Play” and “Shuffle” features let the PCDJ
Software run the Players on its own, unattended in the Play mode.
It is strictly for playback, and editing is not optional in these modes.
Auto Shuffle randomly picks and plays songs from the list showing
in the Recordcase, while Auto Play plays the list in exact order.
Once a song has been played, it will not be repeated again in that
particular mix.
The “Autoplay/shuffle mix on end seconds” text box in
Configuration lets you choose the amount of time (in seconds) that

16
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elapses between the end of the current song being played and the
start of the next one.
In order to delete the gaps of silence between songs, a
negative (−
−) number would be needed as the setting in order to
begin the subsequent song early enough. The default is set at “– 4”
and works very well for this purpose.
NOTE: In Auto Play or Auto Shuffle modes, if a song being played
has a long, low volume or silent ending, the following song to be
played will not start until the first song reaches its actual finishing
point. Make sure you know what songs are going to be played to
avoid great lengths of silence between songs.
FYI: Internet Cd info settings is there so the PCDJ Digital 1000sl
can automatically retrieve track information from the Internet with
the Online Database CD Library.

Autopilotmix on end seconds
The “Auto Pilot” feature allows you to work in the edit/
manual mode while it automatically loads and plays songs from
your Wait List. “Autopilotmix on end seconds” allows you to set
the amount of time between the end of the current song being played
and the start of the next one, separate of the Auto Play/Shuffle
modes. The Default is set at “1”.

Ripp/Encoder
This page deals with ripping and encoding for MP3 files.
FYI: When creating an MP3 file, two steps are involved in the process.
First, the digital music on the CD is copied to the hard drive and
stored as a WAV file. (This is a term called ripping). Then, the WAV
file on the hard drive is encoded into an MP3 file.

17
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[Diagram 12.]

Ripp/Encode Page

The following features control the options of ripping and
encoding:

Speed
This setting allows you to change the speed at which the CD
reader will read information from a CD.

Buffers
The “Buffer” setting allows you to change the degree at
which the CD is buffered.
FYI: Sometimes CD readers have trouble reading and buffering.
This is not a situation with the PCDJ Software, but that of industry
standards. The “Speed” and “Buffer” settings are there for you to
help fix any problems that might arise with regard to this
technological CD enigma.

18
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CD Drive
This text box lets you type in the drive of your CD–ROM
unit(s). Otherwise, you might only see the brand name of the unit
and this could create uncertainty as to exactly which drive the
unit(s) is on. This just allows you to simplify things.

Recording Format
The “Recording fmt” text box allows you to choose the
format at which you would like to record your mixes. Clicking the
Down Arrow to the right of the text box opens the menu. (You will
read more about this topic in “Recording Your Mix” later.)

Encoding Quality
The “Encoding quality” feature gives the option of
encoding at a “Fast” mode or a slower, “High Quality”, mode.
The fast encoding speed actually produces very good quality
sound, but if you will be creating your MP3 tracks for
professional performances, the high quality mode will produce
extreme superior sound.
Ripp to Mono
The “Ripp to Mono” feature lets you ripp and encode to
MP3 in mono. The default setting is “Stereo” and does not show a
“√
√ ” in the selection box. Clicking in the box will set it to “Mono”,
and you will then see all of the bit rate choices change from
“Stereo/Joint Stereo” to “Mono”.

Interface
The PCDJ Software will automatically default to the
appropriate setting, but to understand what this option does, read
this explanation in case you ever need to choose the setting
manually.
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The Interface dialog box allows you to choose the appropriate interface setting so that the “1200sl” will properly communicate
with your hardware. This only has to do with whether you have
Windows 95/98, 2000, etc.

Use Jitter Correction
Jitter Correction has an activated default setting. It helps the
CD-ROM unit more efficiently read information in a way that greatly
improves the normal jitter which comes from conventional CD_ROM
unit readers. You can de-activate this feature by clicking in the box
next to “Use jitter correction”. A “√
√ ” (checkmark) in the box means
the feature is on.

Readmode
Readmode allows you to choose how much information the
CD-ROM unit reads at one time. Default is set to “Normal” but it
can be changed by clicking the Down Arrow to the right of its dialog
box and choosing and option in the menu that opens.

Encoding Quality
This option lets you pick the quality level of how the PCDJ
Digital 1200sl encodes your music files. Default is set to “Quality
encode”. You can change it by clicking the Down Arrow located at
the right of the Mode dialog box and choosing the “Fast encode”
option in the menu.

Output Format when Recording Mixes
Recording a mix is different from recording from a CD in that
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a lot of power is utilized in a mix recording. When mixing, you are
using two Players at the same time. This requires, then, two
simultaneous decoding streams. The sound of both Players is sent
through the soundcard(s) and playback occurs. Also, the music mix
is encoded to MP3 and saved on the hard drive, which means there
is yet another (encoding) stream being utilized.
If the computer being used is not big enough to handle the
job, the player may become sluggish in its operation during the mix
recording process.
FYI: A minimum of 500Mhz should be used in the process of mix
recording.
The “Output format when recording mixes option allows
the choice of format to save in, for the best performance-to-efficiency
ratio when mix recording.
By clicking the Down Arrow located to the right of the dialog
box, you can choose between a number of formats. Placing the
mouse pointer over the appropriate format and clicking will select
that format.

Default Encoding Format
The “Default encoding format” offers different bit rates to
be used in the encoding process. The PCDJ Software is capable of
ripping up to 320 Kbit rate in “Stereo” and 192 Kbit rate in “Joint
Stereo”. The default is set at: “Joint Stereo, Variable Rate, Scale
050 = Average 128 Kbit”, which makes a good quality soundtrack.
A “ • ” will be visible in the selection circle on the left. For ultra
exceptional sound quality, it is recommended that you use: “Joint
Stereo, Variable Rate, Scale 075 = (Average 160 Kbit)” as the
setting. Otherwise, the default will do.
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* Administration
This portion of Configuration offers the use of a system
security protection unit and unique mp3 encrypting of your tracks.
FYI: Encrypting something means data is changed into an undecipherable code that can only be read by having a key (or password)
to “unlock” the data.

MP3 Encryption Settings
Create Encrypted MP3
The encryption feature in the PCDJ Software allows you to
be in control of who plays your tracks. When you click the “Create
encrypted mp3” box, the “1200sl” will encrypt all of the MP3 tracks
that you make. These tracks will only then work on all Visiosonic
players (except the freeware).
[Diagram 13]

Configuration: Administration Page
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Use Private Key
The Private Key feature gives you the opportunity to protect
your work even more by assigning your own private key to your
MP3 track encryption. This way only you, and those that you give
the key to, will be able to play your tracks.
When there are situations where you share/trade your mixes
to others, you can assign a new key to each user/vender and
specifically mix different tracks for each one. You can assign as
many new keys to other people as you wish.
You will notice that the “Use private key” box enables
(you’ll see the gray lettering change to black) when the “Create
encrypted mp3” box is checked.

Procedure:
STEP 1. Click the “Use private key” box and the Key’s text
box is enabled.
STEP 2. Create a 48 character key and type it in the text
box. Notice that the asterisks show in place of the letters
and numbers.
NOTE: Write down at least the first four digits of the key and store
it in a safe place for reference in case you forget it.

FYI: You can reveal the key in the text box by clicking the
(Unmask) button and typing the first four characters of the key in
the dialog box that opens, then clicking the
(OK)
button. Click the depressed “Unmask” button once more and the
asterisks reappear once again.
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[Diagram 14.]

Configuration: Administration – Advanced Page

(Advanced) button located to
STEP 3. Click the
the right of the “Unmask” button and a new section named
“Encrypt multiple files” opens. This section allows you to
choose the location of the tracks you’re going to be
encrypting and where you want them to be stored.

Encrypt multiple files:
This section of Administration in Configuration enables you
to choose private key users and assign tracks to them specifically.
NOTE: This is still a continuation of the Private Key and Encryption
process, but some necessary explanation is in order at this point
before we continue.
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Select Private Key
Since you can assign as many private keys as you wish, by
typing in the private key of your choice in the “Select private key”
text box, you can assign specific tracks to that key. For example, if
you have person #1 which you want to give songs A,B,C,D,E to,
and you want to give person #2 songs F,G,H,I,J, you would first
type in person #1’s private key in the “Select private key” text box
and follow through (the upcoming steps) in assigning encrypted files
A,B,C,D,E to person #1’s folder. Then you would go back and type
person #2’s private key in the “Select private key” text box and
follow through accordingly. In other words, this feature enables you
to select users (that you have given private keys to) and with their
private keys, give them the specific tracks you desire.
STEP 4. Type a private key in the “Select private key” text
box.

Source Directory
The “Source directory” is where you will take the files from
and assign them to a specific folder for another user.
(Navigate) button located to the right
STEP 5. Click the
of the “Source directory” text box and a “Select source
directory” dialog box opens. Navigate to where your music
files are and click the “Open” button.

Target Directory
The “Target directory” is where you will place the chosen
files, after they are encrypted, for your specific user.
STEP 6. Click the Navigate button to the right of the
“Target directory” text box and navigate, in the dialog box
that opens, to where you want to store the encrypted files for
the person who has the private key for those encrypted files.
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(Start encryption) butSTEP 7. Click the
ton and the PCDJ Software begins to encrypt the chosen
files in the Source Directory. When the action is completed,
it will Store the files in the Target Directory as mentioned
earlier.
NOTE: If you want to stop the process, click the “Cancel
encryption” button. The Progress Bar showing the present action
will continue to move forward in order to complete the action
started. Then the player will discontinue any further encrypting.

FYI: If you want to look at the encryption status, click the
button and a Notepad will open with a log of activity created of the
process.
(Advanced) button
STEP 8. Click the depressed
and the “Encrypt multiple files” section closes, revealing the
“System protection settings” once again.

System protection settings
Disable systemkeys
The "Disable systemkeys” feature gives you the ability to
disable the “Ctrl+Alt+Del”, “Ctrl+Esc”, “Alt+F4” and “Alt+Tab” command combinations, as well as other Windows key functions. This
way, no one can accidentally, or purposely, shut down your system.
The default is set at “OFF”. By clicking in the selection box,
a “√
√ ” will appear and this feature will be turned “ON”.
NOTE: The “Disable systemkeys” feature works in Windows 95
and 98 only. Windows 2000 and Me do not support this feature.
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CFG password:
This security feature enables you to set up passwords to
keep unauthorized individuals from using the “CFG”, “Standby” and
[Diagram 15.]

Administration Page

“Exit” buttons on the player, and deactivates all of the key functions
on the computer’s keyboard. Only those with the password will be
able to use these functions.
To activate it, type in what you would like for your password
into the “CFG Password” text box. Then click on the “Use CFG
password to “EXIT” the program” selection box and/or the “Use
CFG password to use the “StandBy” function” selection box. A
“√
√ ” will show in the box(es) chosen to indicate that they are turned “on”.
NOTE: If you forget your password, e-mail: support@visiosonic.com
with “lost my password” in the subject line. We will then e-mail you
on how to exit the program and fix the password problem.
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Recordcase password:
You can also activate a security system to protect changes
in your music selection. This is useful for when you’re going to be
away from the system for a while and you don’t want anyone to
change your settings or song lists. Simply entering a password into
the “Recordcase password:” text box activates this feature.
Selecting a length of time (in minutes) in the “valid for [ X ]
minutes” text box allows access to the Recordcase only for the
specified time allotted. The default setting for this is “10” minutes.
NOTE: In order for the “Recordcase password” to work, you will
have to have at least 2 Groups in your Recordcase or a single
Group with 2 Subgroups. You may use the “CFG password” to open
the Recordcase once locked. The “CFG password” is the same as a
master key.

Accumulated information
The PCDJ Software has some intelligence in that it becomes familiar with your track information and will assist you when
typing in certain categories. But after a while, the history list of your
track information can become too large and effect its performance.
The “Accumulated information” feature allows you to cull out (or
strip down) the overgrown list, or empty it entirely to start fresh.
Simply click on the down arrow at the right of the text box.
Your list will appear in the expanded table. You can click on the
name(s) you would like to discard and then click on the “Clear field
history” button, one-by-one. (You will notice that the gray letters in
the “Clear” button will turn black when you choose a name.) If you
would like to clear the complete list, just click on “All” in the expanded table and then click on the “Clear field history” button.
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NOTE: If you let this list get too long, it can cause the PCDJ
Software to take a long time to open when you first start the
program. It is recommended that you clear this list from time to
time.

License: How to Register your Software
Your PCDJ Software program requires a license in order to
operate. When you run it for the first time you are issued a
temporary 30-day license. This is an automatic process that must
be carried out before you receive your permanent license. Once the
30 day period has transpired, a message box will display (see
diagram below).
[Diagram 16.]

“Confirm” Dialog Box for Registration

When you purchased the PCDJ Software, you received a
floppy disk that is your Key to enabling the program so it will to work
after the 30-day period. Insert this disk into your computer’s drive A
and click the “OK” button, like the box states, and you will be
registered.
To accomplish this, click on the “CFG” button on the right
side of the “Title Bar”. Click on the “LICENSE” button located beneath “SETTINGS” on the left side of your screen. The first page
you will see is “Register”.
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Transferring your License
to a different Computer
If you want to transfer you’re the License of your PCDJ
Software to another computer Do the following:
NOTE: You will not be able to utilize the PCDJ Software on the
“old” computer once you begin this process.
STEP 1. Open the PCDJ Software and click the “CFG”
(Configuration) button.
STEP 2. Click “License” and then the “Transfer” tab.
STEP 3. Put the Key floppy disk, that you received with
your product, into the CD-ROM unit of the computer that
currently has your Licensed PCDJ Software.
STEP 4. Click the “Transfer license to floppy” button on
the Configuration page (see diagram below).
[Diagram 17.]

Configuration: License – Transfer Page
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STEP 5. Take the Key floppy disk out of the CD-ROM unit.
STEP 6. Install the PCDJ Software program into the “new”
computer by using your original installation CD or download
the PCDJ Software from Visiosonic’s Web site
(www.pcdj.com).
STEP 7. Open the PCDJ Software in the “new” computer.
STEP 8. Go to Configuration: “CFG”, “License”, then
“Transfer” tab.
STEP 9. Place the Key floppy disk into the CD-ROM unit of
the “new” computer.
STEP 10. Click the “Read license floppy disk” button.
Your PCDJ Software will be transferred and fully licensed to
the “new” computer, and the PCDJ Software in the “old”
computer will be disabled.

Unregistering the License
For Visiosonic use only

WARNING: ONCE YOU UNREGISTER THE LICENSE,
YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO ACTIVATE THE LICENSE AGAIN
WITHOUT GETTING A NEW LICENSE FROM VISIOSONIC.
This section of the “License” page is only for Visiosonic use.
On occasion, a customer will need to reformat his/her hard drive.
This section allows us to help reinstall the application without delay
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after reformatting has been completed by the customer. (A new
license would be issued from Visiosonic free of charge. There are
strict guidelines in reissuing licenses.
YOU MUST CONTACT support@visiosonic.com FOR
DETAILS ON THIS PROCEDURE BEFORE YOU REFORMAT IN
ORDER TO ENSURE YOUR RECEIVING A NEW LICENSE FREE
OF CHARGE.

*

*

*
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PCDJ Software Diagram
™

This chapter is to familiarize you with the PCDJ Software
and to show its many features. It is broken down into three separate
diagrams: The Player, The Mixer and The Recordcase. Each
feature is numbered, and a corresponding number is listed below
the diagrams with an explanation of its purpose.
The best approach to quickly understanding the functionality
and purpose of the 1200sl’s features is to briefly observe and tryout each feature as they are covered in the diagrams when ever
possible.

The Player
[Diagram 18.]

T he Player s ( “ A” & “ B” )

The diagram below is a close-up of one of the Dual Players.
Follow along and read about each numbered feature, and observe
how they look and where they are located.
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[Diagram 19.]

Player with Diagram Numbers

1. Progress Bar: The Progress Bar graphically displays
the progression of the song that is being played. It is a visual
yardstick which shows where you are in relation to the
overall length of the song, i.e., how much of the song has
been played, or how much is left to be played.
It’s composed of a series of small vertical bars that,
one-by-one, light up as the song progresses. It begins from
the left and stretches to the right in the color green. After
75% of the song has been played, the vertical bars then
proceed in the color yellow, giving warning that the song is
almost over. The bars turn red at 90% as a further warning
that the song will end soon.
2. Player Status: The Player Status dialog will let you know
the working state of the player, i.e., Stopped, Play, Seek
forward, Seek reverse, Busy and Ready.
3. Elapsed Time: This is a counter that displays how much
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time of a song has elapsed.
4. Remaining Time: This is a counter that displays how
much time is remaining in the song being played.
5. Bit Rate: This is an indicator that shows the Bit Rate
which the MP3 is encoded at.
6. BPM: This is an indicator which shows the Beats Per
Minute (BPM) of the song.
7. Cue Number: This number represents the Cue Point
selected in the Cue Point Indicator.
8. Title/Artist: This indicator shows the title of the song and
the artist.
9. Buffer Window: This window indicates how much of
your song is being buffered. (A buffer helps prevent skipping.) Every 10% = 1 second of music being buffered.
10. Cue Point Indicator: The Cue Point Indicator shows
(with aqua, gray and red square lights) how many cues that
have been set for a particular song. The PCDJ Software
allows for twenty pre-set Cue Points per song.
11. LED VU Meter: These real-time VU meters show the
recording/playback levels of the song being played.
12. Show Track Info: Clicking on this button will open up
the TRACK INFORMATION window which allows you to
input specific data about a song, such as the BPM, the artist
and SONG title.
13. Pitch Bend Buttons: These buttons allow you to
temporarily bend (or change) the pitch of a song by
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speeding it up or slowing it down. When using the mouse,
the left button will change the pitch up (+) or down (–) 2.5%
and the right mouse button will change it by 5%.
14. Prev Cue: Clicking on the Previous Cue button will
scroll backwards through the cues in the Cue Point Indicator.
15. * Loop Function: The Loop Function button is used to
bring you into the Loop mode and also creates Loops.
16. Next Cue: If you have more than one Cue Point set for
a song, the Next Cue button allows you to scroll forward
through the cues, in the Cue Point Indicator, to choose the
one you want.
17. Cue/Stop: This button acts as both a cueing button and
a stop button when the song is not playing. Clicking the “CUE”
button once advances to a previously set Cue Point selected
in the Cue Point Indicator. (You will see the Progress Bar
light up to that cue position in the song.) Clicking on the
button a second time moves the starting point to the very
beginning of the song. When the song is playing, it stops the
song when you click it.
NOTE: The PCDJ Software model allows you to name each Cue
Point, and the name of the cue chosen is displayed in the Player’s
view window (features 2-8 are in the view window).
18. Play/Pause: The first time you click the Play/Pause
button, your player will begin to play. Click again (while in
the Play mode), and the player will go into an Edit mode and
pause the song. The pause is NOT a quiet pause. You will
hear a looping (or repeating) of the exact spot where you
clicked the button. This allows you to find the precise Cue
Point for a song.
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19. Load Track: The Load Track button is for loading a track
(song) into the Player from your Recordcase. You can also
load tracks from other sources, such as your hard drive or
Explorer, by right mouse clicking on the Load Track button.
20. Match Pitch: This button will automatically match the
BPM (Beats Per Minute) of the song in one player with a
song that has a different BPM in the other player so they
can be mixed with precision. You can use this button from
Player “A” to Player “B” or from Player “B” to Player “A”.
21. Seek Reverse: The Seek Reverse button lets you seek
(or skip) backwards through a song either in the Play or
Pause modes.
22. Seek Forward: The Seek Forward button lets you skip
forward through a song in either the Play or Pause modes.
FYI: On both Seek buttons, holding down the left mouse button will
seek at a normal speed and the right mouse button will seek fast.
NOTE: Using the Forward or Reverse Seek buttons will put the
Players in the Edit mode. You will not have a safety buffer, so
NEVER use these buttons to search through a song when playing
live. Use them only to set Cue Points at a gig.
23. Pitch Control Slide: This Lever allows you to adjust
the pitch of a song very dramatically.

24. Small Step (Up): The button above the Reset Pitch
button gives you the ability to adjust the Pitch Control Slide
in very small, exact increments. At the default setting, each
time you click on this button, the pitch is raised .05 of a percent.
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25. Reset Pitch: This middle button automatically resets
the Pitch Control Slide to zero when you click on it.
26. Small Step (Down): Clicking on this button below the
Reset Pitch button, lowers the pitch in .05 of a percent
increments at the default setting.

The Mixer
The PCDJ Software Mixer for the PCDJ Software is
designed
for those who don’t have their own mixer. It allows control of the
Main Volume, Monitor Volume and Cross Fade functions.
NOTE: A second sound card is required to run the mixer if you’re
not using a “Sound Blaster Live!” sound card.

[Diagram 20.]

Mix er

The diagram below is a close-up of the right side of the
mixer. Follow along and read about each numbered feature, and
observe how they look and where they are located. The diagram
that follows this one will cover the remaining features of the mixer.
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[Diagram 21.]

Mixer (Part 1)

1. Main Volume Control: The Main Volume Control dial
runs the overall output volume to the left and right channels
of the PCDJ Software.
2. Monitor Volume Control: The Monitor Volume Control
runs the overall output volume of the Monitor only.
3. Start recording: The PCDJ Software allows you to
record your mixes. This button turns on and off the recorder
and it toggles between start and stop.
4. Elapsed: This window shows the length of the recording
time during the recording process.
The diagram below shows the remaining features of
the mixer. Continue reading the numbered features in the list and
view the corresponding numbers in the diagram.
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[Diagram 22.]

Mixer (Part 2)

5. Cross Fade: This slide cross fades between Player “A”
and “B” and works in conjunction with the separate volume
levers of both players.
6. Volume A: The “Volume A” lever is a vertical slide for
controlling the volume level for Player A.
7. Volume B: The “Volume B” lever is the vertical slide for
controlling the volume level for Player B.
8. Cue Button A: This is for the DJ to listen to Player “A” in
the headphones or monitor speakers in order to cue up the
next song for play.
9. Cue Button B: This is for the DJ to listen to Player “B” in
the headphones or monitor speakers in order to cue up the
next song for play.
NOTE: The Cue Buttons require a second sound card or one
“Sound Blaster Live!” sound card.
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10. Reset Fader: This button is for resetting the Cross
Fade to the center position.
11. LED VU Meter: These are two real-time VU meters that
show the output volume levels of each Player separately.
The left set is for the Monitor output and the right is for Main
output.

The Recordcase
The Recordcase is where your “virtual” collection of music is
kept. Unlike your physical collection where everything is just stacked
together in racks and/or boxes, you can make “Groups” and “Subgroups” to separate and categorize your music files as well as use
three different Auto play features, pre-listen (“pre-listen” means you
don’t have to load a track into the player in order to listen to it) and
“Find” features that make working with your collection a breeze. The
different sort orders (BPM, Artist, Trackname, Version and
Comment), together with the “Find” feature, make it incredibly easy
to locate you’re tracks. Drag and drop capabilities also add to the
1200sl’s overall efficiency and ease of loading tracks into the players.
[Diagram 23.]

Rec or dc as e

1. Recordcase: The Recordcase is where your tracks
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(songs) are listed. You can categorize your tracks into
Groups and Subgroups which makes retrieving songs as
easy as the click of a mouse.
2. BPM: This button sorts your tracks by Beats Per Minute
numerically from lowest to highest. Locating tracks that are
compatible for mixing is a breeze. Clicking on it creates the
sort.
3. Artist: Clicking on the Artist button alphabetically sorts
your tracks by the artist’s name.
4. Trackname: The Trackname button alphabetically sorts
by track name.
5. Version: This button numerically sorts by version. If you
have different versions of songs, they’re easy to find with
this type of sort.
6. Comment: The Comment button will alphabetically sort
your comments so it’s simple to find the track you’re looking for.
FYI: All sorting is done in a descending order.
7. Subgroup Tabs: The Subgroup Tabs show the
Subgroups that have been created for each Group.
NOTE: There is no limit to how many Subgroups you can have.
8. FIND: Clicking on the Find button will allow you to type in
the BPM, Artist, Track Name, Version and/or Comment to
conduct a search of a track you would like to locate.
NOTE: You can use wildcard (*) selections, for example; mad* =
Madonna, or *adon = Madonna. Use the asterisk as the wildcard.
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9. Go to Wait List: Clicking on this button will display the
Wait List in the Recordcase. If there are no tracks selected,
the Recordcase will be blank.
10. RIPP: The Ripp button will bring you into the Ripp Mode
when you click on it. When in this mode, you will be able to
ripp (take a track from a CD and place it onto the computer’s
hard drive in a file format called WAV) a song from a CD,
then the computer will encode the WAV file into an MP3 file.
11. Edit track info: This button allows you to easily change
your track information.
12. Add to Wait List: Clicking on this button will place a
selected song from your Recordcase into the Wait List.
13. Delete from Wait List: This button will delete selected
songs from the Wait List.
NOTE: You must be in the Wait List to be able to delete from it.
14. Page Up: The Page Up button will move up the
Recordcase list one full page at a time.
15. Page Down: This button will shift down the Recordcase
list one full page at a time.
16. Auto Play: The Auto Play button works in the Play
Mode and will automatically load Players “A” and “B” and
play the songs in the Recordcase or Wait List in the exact
order of the list.
17. Auto Shuffle: Auto Shuffle will play the songs in your
Recordcase or Wait List in random order.
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FYI: Once a song has been played in Auto Play or Auto Shuffle, it
will not be played again in that run.
18. Auto Pilot: The Auto Pilot button works in the Edit
Mode (so you can mix, etc.) and will automatically load and
play the songs in your Wait List in the order they are listed.
FYI: Auto Pilot was designed with the intention of giving the DJ a
little time to find a certain song or to go off and do a quick task while
having everything still running smoothly. It’s like having an assistant
run the system while you’re away for a few minutes.
We suggest having the Auto Pilot feature on at all times. When
used with the Wait List, there is a less chance for human error.
19. Control Light: Midi In Light is an indication light that,
when lit, shows that an external serial device(s) is being used
with the 1200sl.
20. Edit Recordcase: Clicking on this button opens the “Edit
group” window allowing you to edit your Groups and Subgroups.
21. Group Listcase: This area displays the list of Groups
you’ve created.
22. Group List Player: Plays tracks in your Recordcase
(through the Monitor) so you can pre-listen to the tracks
before loading them into the Player.
23. Message Bar: The function of this status bar is designed to supply you with information about the players and the
Recordcase.
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TRACK INFORMATION / BPM Counter
The TRACK INFORMATION window offers the ability to log
important data about your tracks. The Bpm counter also resides
here, which lets you find and set the BPM (Beats Per Minute) for
each track. It also gives access to the CUE INFORMATION window
where you can name your Cue Points and have a visual
perspective of your preset cues.
To access TRACK INFORMATION, click on the “INFO”
button located at the top of the Player.
[Diagram 24.]

TRACK INFORMATION Window

1. INFO: Using the INFO button opens the TRACK
INFORMATION window.
2. CUES: Clicking on this button will open the CUE
INFORMATION window. (Don’t click on it now, we’ll cover
this in more detail in the next chapter.)
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3. RES (Reset information): If you make a mistake in
TRACK INFORMATION or CUE INFORMATION, clicking on
the RES button will restore the information that existed prior
to any changes made.
4. Lock: Clicking in the Lock box locks in the track information so that it cannot be accidentally changed or erased. It
will also stop anyone from deleting any Cue Points. A “√ ”
will show in the box.
NOTE: When you lock the track information, you will not be able to
advance or reverse through the song when playing it. Nor will you
be able to set or delete any Cue Points until you unlock the Track
information.
5. Year/Version: You can enter the year the album was
produced in the first box. The second box allows the song’s
version to be logged.
6. Comment: This box will display any comments that you
make about the track.
7. Progress Bar: This bar shows the progress of the song
being played in the BPM Counter.
8. Player Status: This dialog displays the working status of
the BPM Counter Player.
9. Stop: The Stop button for the BPM Counter Player.
10. Play: The Play button for the BPM Counter Player.
11. Seek Backward/Seek Forward: These are Seek
backward and forward buttons for the BPM Counter.
12. Metronome Status: This area will inform you of the
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current status of the metronome, e.g., TICKING, OFF, etc.
13. Increase/Decrease: Clicking on these buttons will
increase or decrease the BPM of the metronome.
14. Pitch Bend Up: If the metronome is a little behind the
beat, using the (+) Pitch Bend Up button will catch the
metronome up to the song’s beat.
15. Hold: If the metronome’s bell is way off with the song’s
beat, placing the pointer over the HOLD button and holding
down the mouse button will stop the metronome. Releasing
the HOLD button on the song’s beat will start the metronome
again and align the metronome with the beat of the song.
16. Pitch Bend Down: If the metronome’s bell is slightly
ahead of the beat, holding the mouse button on the (−
−) Pitch
Bend Down button will slow the metronome down to line up
with the song’s beat.
17. Trigger: This button is used for finding and setting the
BPM of a track. You can click it with your mouse or press
the “Enter” key on the computer’s keyboard.

* CUE INFORMATION
The CUE INFORMATION window is for viewing and adjusting
your cues graphically. This is where you can also name each of the
twenty Cue Points that the PCDJ Software allows you to set.
To get to the CUE INFORMATION window: from the Player
window, first click on the INFO button at the top of the Player, then
click on the CUES button.
NOTE: There is more on Cue Information toward the end of
Chapter IV.
*
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Part 2 Tutorial: The Basics
A Walk in the Park
This chapter is going to walk you through the PCDJ
Software player with ease and simplicity in using its features. This is
a “hands on” activity and you will be using your 1200sl player as we
go along. So open your player, if you haven’t already, and let’s get
started!

Chapter IV The Player
™

Creating a Folder for MP3 Tracks
Before we begin dealing with MP3 tracks, it is recommended
that you first create a folder on your computer for simplifying the
task of finding your tracks after they’ve been ripped/encoded or
downloaded from the Internet. For the purpose of instruction, we’ve
chosen to put our folder on the hard drive, which is the C: drive in
this case. But you can put the tracks anywhere you’d like.
When you start up your computer, before you open any
programs, the screen that you end up with from your Windows
operating system is called the Desktop Manager. It’s where you
begin using your computer in opening up menus, programs, etc.
STEP 1. On the left side of the screen in the Desktop
Manager, there are icons (pictures) lined up. There will
be an icon of a computer with “My Computer”
underneath it. Click on this icon.
will expand.
STEP 2. A window titled
(You will see this title name at the upper left hand
corner of the window in the Title Bar.) Click on the “C:”
(C Drive) icon.
STEP 3. A window titled “C:\” will expand. Click the
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right mouse button in the white background area in the
window (not on a folder).
STEP 4. A menu will expand. Click on (New)
and another menu will pop up.
and a
STEP 5. Click on (Folder)
folder icon will appear. At the bottom of this icon will be
the default file name, “New Folder”, highlighted in blue.
Decide what you would like to name this folder and type
that name in this space to replace the default name.
(Use a name that will help you find it later, such as
“Music”, or “MP3 Tracks”, etc.)
NOTE: If the computer will not accept what you type in this space,
right click on the folder icon and a table will expand. Click on
“Rename” and then type the name that you want to call this file and
it will replace the default name.
STEP 6. Next, click on “View” at the top of the window
beneath the Title Bar. In the menu that expands, click on
“Arrange Icons” and choose the sorting option that best
suits you. This will place your new folder within the
existing folders in the arrangement you’ve chosen.
STEP 7. Click on the “X”
hand corner to close the window.

in the upper right

Now that you have a folder to put your MP3 tracks in, you can
download legal tracks from the Internet and/or ripp from CDs,
records, etc., and encode them to MP3 format. Then they’ll be in
one convenient place, ready to load into your Recordcase.

Ripping/Encoding
The Digital 1200sl allows you to ripp WAV files as well as
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encode MP3 files. Understanding a few basics of Bit Rate, WAV
and MP3 will be useful when you begin to ripp/encode. The next
two sections compose your “crash course” on the subjects in order
to give you the data you need to create music files that are best
suited for your needs.

Bit Rate
A bit is a particle of information relating to computers. More
specifically, it’s a voltage pulsing through a circuit acting as information in a computer.
The bit rate is the amount of information that flows through
a circuit. These (bit) rates have been standardized into certain
quantities of kilobits. A kilobit * is 1,024 bits, e.g., 128 Kbits =
131,072 bits. A few of the standard rates are: 96 Kbits, 128 Kbits,
192 Kbits.
The higher the bit rate, the faster the transfer of data. A modem
could be used as a good example: the amount of time it would take
to transfer data on a 56 Kbit modem would be much less than the
time it would take to transfer the same data on a 28.8 Kbit modem.
Just as a faster recording speed on a tape recorder produces
higher quality duplications (because the sound information is not
cramped together as in slower speeds where distortion of the original
sound is created), the better duplication of sound quality is achieved
at higher bit rates.
As more tape is used up in a faster recording speed on a
tape recorder, so too is the subsequent result of a higher bit rate
that is used in digital duplication − more memory is used up to store
the greater amounts of information.
* Kilobit should not to be confused with “kilo” when dealing with computer
specifications. Though a kilo is equal to 1,000 grams, a kilobit equals 1024 bits and
is abbreviated as “K”.
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The different bit rates could be considered as pipe lines with
different diameters. The wider the pipe, the more information that can
flow through at any given moment. Similarly, the amount of information that flows at a 256 Kbit rate is much faster than at 96 Kbits.
As a DJ, you need to consider the balance between how
much memory space you are willing or able to take up on your
computer for your MP3 files and the level of quality you require.
FYI: It should be noted here that the human ear has limits to what
can be detected with regard to dynamic range. The ability to hear
the sounds that are recorded above 196Kbits is little to none. So, it
is not necessarily true that bigger is better in this case.
NOTE: The PCDJ Software has a bit rate default setting of
160Kbits (which is about equal to the sound quality of CDs) and is
our recommendation for the best arrangement of quality recordings
and memory occupancy.
But the freedom to manage time, memory consumption and
degrees of quality will prove to be useful under certain circumstances.
For example, if you don’t need a professional quality sound track of
something, you can set the bit rate to 96Kbits to save memory space.
And if you need to send this track to someone over the Internet, for
example, the upload/download process will take less time to complete. And if you need exceptional quality, setting the bit rate to 196
Kbits will achieve this result.

About WAV and MP3 Files
It would be beneficial to understand a little about the differences
between WAV files and MP3 files before we begin ripping and encoding.
WAV, pronounced "wave," is the Windows standard for
sound files. This is the format that is used for Personal Computers and
CDs. Their files are very large and the quality is exceptional. You can
recognize them by the “.WAV” extension at the end of a file name.
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MP3 is a technology that specifically deals with music and
other audio files in how they are compressed and stored on a
computer disk. With this technology, it is possible to produce high
quality recordings while only using up approximately one-tenth the
amount of disk space used with that of CDs.
The sound quality of MP3 files are “almost” as good as WAV
files in that most people would not be able to detect any difference
in sound. But as there are some audiophiles who can notice a slight
“emptiness” due to the missing overlapping sounds that are stripped
out in the process, there is some controversy to any claims of this
compression format being equal to CD quality. It all boils down to
values: going with very large CD quality files that take up more
memory on your computer versus saving a lot of computer memory
space in lieu of a loss of sound fidelity that would not be detectable
by the greatest majority of listeners.
In summary, ripping means you are simply duplicating the
CD’s WAV format onto the hard drive. Encoding to MP3 means the
WAV file on the hard drive is transformed into a compressed file
called MP3.

Ripping/Encoding from CDs
The following section shows how to create an MP3 file, but
making a WAV file is done in the same manner. To duplicate from a
CD player, follow the steps below:
STEP 1. Put the CD you would like to record into your
computer’s CD player.
(RIPP)
STEP 2. Click your mouse pointer on the
button located at the bottom of the Recordcase. The
Recordcase will list all the tracks of the CD that you loaded
into the CD player starting with “Track 1.” Notice the buttons
that appear to the left (WAV, MP3, db and Line [see diagram
below].
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[Diagram 25.]

Ripp Mode
FYI: In the above diagram, you can see the 1200sl’s Group List

Case Player at the lower left side of the Recordcase. It allows prelistening of any track from the CD that is loaded in the CD ROM.
To pre-listen, click on a track and a highlight will show over
it. Then click on the
(PLAY) button in the Group Case Player.
The track will begin to play. To stop it, click on the
(STOP) button.

Track Information
As the tracks in the Recordcase only show the track numbers,
you will need to attain the artist and track information. The PCDJ
Software solves this by having a built-in Online Database CD
Library * that pulls vital from the Internet. With just a click of a
button, information such as artist name, album and version, on the
artist and CD that you are ready to ripp, is automatically
downloaded and stored in the Track Information area of your 1200sl.
It is strongly recommended that you complete logging the
track information at this point of the ripping/encoding process because
when you begin to ripp from other CDs, if the track information is not
logged, you will only have a series of track numbers with no data to
tell you which song is which.
* The Online Database CD Library is an unsupported feature. We use a free
database online which is updated regularly but is out of our realm of control. We
cannot add vinyl records to this database or make any changes to its content or
performance.
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NOTE: You must be connected to the Internet in order to use the
Online Database CD Library.

On-Line Database CD Library
STEP 3. Now that the track numbers of the CD you wish to
ripp/encode from are showing in the Recordcase area, click
on the
(Get track info from internet) button located next
to the MP3 button. In just a brief moment the track information
appears in the Recordcase area.
If the Track Information successfully loaded into your
1200, you can skip applying steps 5 & 6 below. But read
them now so you will know what to do when this situation arises.
NOTE: If no track information is available from the Internet, a
message will appear "No match found". If this is the case, you can
get the information from your CD cover and manually log the track
information. (Follow the “Optional” steps 5 & 6 below to do this.)
STEP 4. Choose the tracks you wish to record by clicking in
the white boxes located to the left of each track. A “√
√ ” will
show in the boxes of the chosen tracks.
NOTE: The 1200sl will only ripp/encode the tracks that are checked off.

Manual Input of Track Information
(Optional) STEP 5. Right click in the Recordcase area (not
in a box) on the first track that you've chosen to ripp or
encode. A highlight will show on this track and a menu will
expand. Click on “Trackinformation” and the “TRACK
INFORMATION” dialog box opens.
(Optional) STEP 6. Type the CD’s information in the TRACK
INFORMATION box for the selected song. Then click the
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"OK" button in the upper right corner of this box. Continue
this process with the remaining tracks that you are going to
ripp/encode.
NOTE: Another way to open the TRACK INFORMATION dialog
box is to choose a track and click on the
(EDIT) button
located to the right of the RIPP button.
[Diagram 26.]

Track Information Box

NOTE: It is a good idea to check the bit rate setting before you
encode your music if you're not certain what it is. To do this, simply
click on the CFG button on the right side of the PCDJ Software Title
Bar and then click on the large "Software" button, and then click the
"Ripp/Encoder" tab. To change the default bit rate, select the bit
rate that suits your needs by clicking in the white circle located to
the left of the bit rate line that you prefer. Then click on the CFG
button again to exit Configuration.
If you want to change the bit rate for a certain track (not effecting the overall bit rate setting), right click on the desired track,
choose “Utilities”, then “Convert to MP3 using” in the same menu,
and select the bit rate of your choice in the next menu that slides
out. This setting change will only be applicable to that particular track.
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FYI: CBR (Constant Bit Rate) ripps much slower than VBR
(Variable Bit Rate).
STEP 7. After the Track Information has been filled in for all
your selected tracks, click on the (MP3)
button, located
at the bottom of the Recordcase, to begin ripping/encoding
the songs that you checked off.
NOTE: The 1200sl will permanently save the Track Information of the
tracks that you checked off earlier in STEP 4.
A dialog box expands titled "Click 'Save' to select
save directory". Your computer wants to know where in
your computer you would like to save these files after they
are created.
STEP 8. If the folder name in the
(Save in) text box (located just below the title bar) is the one
you created at the beginning of this chapter for your music
files, then proceed to STEP 9.
If not, click on the
(down arrow) to the right of the
(Save In) text box and a window will expand. A list of
different locations of your computer are shown. One of them
will be where your folder is stored. Navigate to it by clicking
on the appropriate items.
To have the MP3 file saved to the folder that you
made at the beginning of this chapter, click on the folder
below the “C:” icon. It should be the one you created. That
folder will show up in the “Save In” dialog box.
NOTE: The next step is going to allow you to save the MP3 file to
the folder. Make sure you take note of the name of the folder you’re
saving to so you will know what to look for when retrieving it.
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button in the lower
STEP 9. Click on the “Save”
right hand corner of the menu. You will see a progress bar
showing the progress of the first track being ripped. The
1200sl will ripp/encode all of the selected tracks in the same
sequence.
You have just ripped/encoded the tracks that you chose
from your CD and placed the files in their proper folder. Next, you’re
going to learn how to download MP3 files from the Internet, load
tracks into the Players and play them.

Downloading MP3 Files
from the Internet
The Internet is teaming with web sites that have MP3 tracks
for sale, and a lot of them offer free downloads of many songs. We’ll
use “AMP3.COM’s” web site for this tutorial.
NOTE: We are using Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 in this demonstration.
STEP 1. If you have Internet access, open your web
browser and type www.amp3.com in the “Address” box at the
top of the screen and press the “Enter” key on your keyboard.
When the amp3.com web page comes up, you will
see that there are many ways of sorting to find the type of
music you’re looking for.
STEP 2. In the “choose music category” area, click on the
“down arrow” of the dialog box and click on the kind of music
you like. You will find featured artists that are set up for
downloading.
STEP 3. To download a track, right mouse click on a song
and a menu expands out.
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STEP 4. Click on “Save Target As” in this menu and a
“Save As” window expands, allowing you to save the song
to a folder of your choice in your computer. (There can be a
lag in time - five seconds or more - before this window appears).
FYI: By right mouse clicking on the song, choosing “Save Target
As” and saving the songs to a folder of your choice, it will be easy to
find the tracks later on when you go to retrieve them. If you click on
the song with the (normal) left mouse button, you are not given an
option to save to a folder, and the file will automatically be saved in
a “TEMP” folder.
NOTE: If the folder name in the
(Save
in) text box (located just below the title bar) is NOT the one you
created at the beginning of this chapter, and you’re not sure how to
find it, refer to this procedure on page 49 – STEP 8.

Loading a Track into the Player
You’re probably excited about trying out your new PCDJ
Software player. So we’re going to take a quick break here and load
a song into Player A and let you see it in action. After this, you’ll
learn how to load your Recordcase with hundreds, even thousands
of tracks.
Players “A” and “B” have the typical buttons you would see
on any “real life” player [see diagram below].
[Diagram 27.]

Player Buttons

STEP 1. If your PCDJ Software player is not up on your
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screen, restore it from the “Minimize” mode by clicking on
the rectangular button at the bottom of your Windows screen.
(Load) button of Player
STEP 2. Right click on the
“A”. A dialog box will open with the name “Open” in the Title Bar.
STEP 3. Click on the song you would like to play.
STEP 4. Click on “Open” in the lower right corner of the
dialog box. You will see the track load into Player “A”.
STEP 5. Click on the

(Play/Pause) button in Player “A”.

You can load a track into Player B if you would like to see
both Players in action at the same time.

Cue/Stop Button
The
(CUE/STOP) button has two functions. First, it
allows you to stop the player when it’s in the Play Mode. You can
also set Cue Points when you use it in conjunction with the Pause
button [see “Setting a Cue Point” for more information].

Seek Function
Placing the mouse pointer over one of the
“Seek
reverse” or “Seek forward” buttons, while holding down the mouse
button, quickly runs through the song being played. The left mouse
button moves through a song at a medium speed and the right
mouse button moves very fast.

“Match Pitch” - The Equalizer
This simple looking button
does more than meets the
eye. It’s called the “Match Pitch” button. It will automatically match
the BPM (Beats Per Minute) of the song in one player with a song
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that has a different BPM in the other player so they can be mixed
with precision. This works with player “A” to player “B” or from player
“B” to player “A”.
To do this, load both players and click on the Match Pitch
button of one of the players. That song will match the BPM of the
one in the other player.
NOTE: The BPM must be entered in TRACK INFORMATION for
both tracks that are loaded into Players A & B before the “Match
Beat” function can be used to equalize the beat from one player to
the other. Use the
(EDT) button to add the BPM if it has not
been done. (If you don’t know what the BPM of a song is, you will
learn later in this tutorial how to find and set the BPM).

The Pitch Control
Pitch Bend Buttons
The Pitch Bend buttons
, located at the top of
the Pitch Control Slide, allow you to bend (or change) the pitch of a
song, up or down, for as long as you depress one.
[Diagram 28.]

Pitch Control
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They’re designed for matching two songs together so the
beats are hitting exactly at the same time. For example, if one song
is slightly ahead of the other, holding down the
Pitch Bend
button will slow the song down, allowing the other to catch up.
The left mouse button will change the pitch up (+) or down
(–) 2.5% and the right mouse button will change it by 5%.

Pitch Control Slide
This lever allows you to adjust the pitch of a song very
dramatically. The slide is manipulated by placing the mouse pointer
over it and holding down the mouse button while moving the pointer
up and down. Another way to move it is to click in the slide track
area and the lever will instantly move exactly where you clicked.

Reset Pitch
The Reset Pitch button
(the middle button of three)
located to the right of the Pitch Control Slide, automatically resets
the Pitch Control Slide to zero when you click on it.

Small Step (Up)
The button above the “Reset Pitch” button
gives you
the ability to adjust the pitch in very small, exact increments. At the
default setting, each time you click on this button, the pitch is raised
.05 of a %.

Small Step (Down)
Clicking on the button
below the Reset Pitch button,
lowers the pitch .05 of a % (at the default setting) each time you
click on it.

Loading Tracks into the
Recordcase/Creating Groups
After you have ripped/encoded or downloaded songs to
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your computer, you can retrieve these tracks and place them in the
Recordcase of your PCDJ Software.
FYI: Think of the Recordcase as your total collection of CDs and
vinyl records. A Group is like a crate of CDs or records from your
total collection, sorted for different purposes. You can create as
many different Groups (or crates) as you desire, and sort them in
any way you’d like.
STEP 1. In order to load tracks from your computer into the
Recordcase, you must create a “Group” to put them in. The
way you do this is to place your mouse pointer in the “Group
Listcase located to the left of the Recordcase and right click.
STEP 2. Click on “New group” in the menu that expands out.
[Diagram 29.]

Menu
Group List Case

A dialog box appears, titled “Add new group” [Diagram 31].
STEP 3. In the text box, enter the name that you would like
to call your first Group. (You can name it “TEST” for this
demonstration if you can’t think of a name at this time.)
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[Diagram 30.]

Dialog Box

STEP 4. Click on the “OK” button.
STEP 5. A window opens up titled “Edit group:” (with the
name of the Group attached to the end of this title) In this
case, it is “Edit group:TEST”.
[Diagram 31.]

Edit group:TEST Window

You will see a number of fields (big and small). In the
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center is the largest field entitled “Files to add to sub group”.
It will contain a list of the tracks that are stored in your folder
(refer to STEP 8 on page 47 if you forgot how to find a folder.)
STEP 6. The way to fill a Group (crate) with tracks is to
choose the tracks in the “Files to add to recordcase” field
and move them into the “Files in sub group” field. To do
this, simply click on a track, and a highlight will show over it.
Then click on the “Add selected files to subgroup” button
below the field and you will see the chosen track appear in
the “Files in subgroup” field located to the lower right. [See
the FYI Box below for other ways to fill a Group.]
STEP 7. Click on the “OK” button in the lower right corner
and the program brings you back to the Recordcase.
FYI: Some other ways to fill a Group:
(1) Place the mouse pointer over a track, hold down the
mouse button and drag it into the “Files in sub group” field.
(2) If you want to pick and choose more than one track at a
time, you can hold down the “Ctrl” key on your computer keyboard
and click on the tracks you want moved into the Group. Each track
you choose will show a blue highlight over it. Then click on the “Add
selected files to sub group” button and all of the chosen tracks will
appear in the “Files in sub group” field.
(3) If you want to select multiple tracks in a row, hold down
the “Shift” button on your keyboard and click on the first track you
want, then scroll down and click on the last track that you want. A
block of tracks will show the blue highlight within the boundaries of
your choices. Then click on the “Add selected files to sub group”
button and the selected tracks will appear in the “Files in sub group”
field. Of course, you can click and drag the block of tracks as well.
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You can now see that your Recordcase is loaded with the
songs that you’ve chosen and the “Group recordcase” shows the
name of the Group that you’ve created. Also, notice the green tab
at the bottom of the Recordcase. It is labeled “Default”, but you can
rename it to anything you want. (This will be covered in the next
section, “Creating Subgroups”.)
By creating your first Group, you can imagine how helpful it
would be to divide your entire music collection into smaller categories.
Whether it be by genre, for example, or based on the different types
of gigs that you might offer, breaking one large mass of music into
Groups will make it much easier to manage your repertoire.
FYI: The PCDJ Software allows you to create as many Groups as
you wish.

Creating Subgroups
As music collections are usually quite extensive with the
professional DJ, the PCDJ Software also allows you to create
smaller groups within a Group. These are called Subgroups.
Consider Subgroups as smaller crates within your bigger
crates (Groups). They allow you to further categorize your tracks
for even greater accessibility and order. For example, if you create
a Group called “Mainstream” but you have hundreds of mainstream
songs - some Radio Top 40, Club Top 40 and Modern. But each of
these Mainstream types are relatively large in quantity and as your
repertoire grows, it becomes more and more difficult to find the
songs you’re looking for when they’re all in one entire group.
The solution to this is to break down your Mainstream tracks
into Subgroups to maintain simplicity in locating songs. Three Subgroups (Radio Top 40, Club Top 40 and Modern Rock) could be
created out of the “Mainstream” Group, as a more efficient way of
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managing your tracks. Subgroups become very handy as your track
index grows.
[Diagram 32.]
Radio Top 40

MAINSTREAM

Club Top 40
Modern Rock

Total MP3
Music
Collection

Top 40
REMIXES

Club

Urban
UNDERGROUND

Imports
Alternative

Groups & Subgroups

FYI: As with Groups, you are able to create an unlimited number of
Subgroups.
Making a Subgroup is very similar to making a Group, with a
few exceptions.
STEP 1. Select the Group in the Group Recordcase that you
would like to create a Subgroup for by clicking over the Group
name. You will see a blue highlight show over the name.
(Edit recordcase)
STEP 2. Click on the
button at the top of the “Group Recordcase”.
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This will bring you back to the “Edit group:(name)” window
that we used in creating a Group.
(Create) button, and a dialog
STEP 3. Click on the
box will come up labeled “Add new subgroup”.
STEP 4. Type in the name you want to use for your Subgroup
in the text box. (You can use “Sub Test” for this lesson if
you can’t think of a name right now.)
(OK) button, and the name
STEP 5. Click on the
you typed in the text box shows up in the “Subgroups”
dialog box located to the upper right side of the window [see
Diagram 31 for an example of this dialog box].
STEP 6. Next, choose the songs you would like to have in
this Subgroup the same way you chose tracks in STEP 6 in
the previous exercise.
(OK) button in the lower right
STEP 7. Click the
corner of the window when you are finished, and you will
end up back to the PCDJ Software’s Recordcase.
FYI: Notice the two tabs at the bottom of the Recordcase. The first
one represents the Group and the second represents your first Subgroup. Try clicking on each one and take notice to the changes in
the lists in your Recordcase.
(Default) name in the group
NOTE: You can change the
tab by first clicking on the group you want in the Group Recordcase.
Then click on the
(Edit recordcase) button, and click
on “Default” in the Subgroups dialog box, then click the (Rename)
.
button. Enter the new tab name in the “Rename subgroup”
dialog box and click “OK”. Then click on the “OK” button in the “Edit
group:(name)” window.
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As a recap on Groups and Subgroups; you create a Group
by choosing tracks from your computer folder (where you’ve stored
your MP3 tracks), and you create a Subgroup by choosing tracks
from your Group.
[Diagram 33.]

MP3 Tracks in
Computer File

Subgroups
Group

Groups and Subgroups

Adding Tracks to the Wait List
The Wait List feature allows you to custom compile tracks
for automatic playback. You can choose as many songs as you like,
and the program will play the tracks in the order that you place them
in the Wait List (except when in the Auto Shuffle mode). Once a
song has been played, it is automatically removed from the list and
will not be repeated.
STEP 1. In the Group Listcase [see item #21 in Diagram
24 in Chapter III], click on the Group that you would like to
choose tracks
from. The tracks in that Group will show in the Recordcase.
(If you have Subgroups, the tracks of the chosen Subgroup
will show in the Recordcase.)
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STEP 2. Click on a track in the Recordcase that you would
like to put in the Wait List.
(Add to Wait List) button
STEP 3. Then click on the
located at the bottom right corner of your 1200sl. Continue
selecting tracks from any Group in this fashion.
To view the tracks in the Wait List, click on the
(Wait
List) button and the Wait List shows in the Recordcase area.

Playing the Wait List
To play the tracks in the Wait List, click on the “Auto”
(PLAY) button in the lower right corner of the player. The PCDJ
Software will automatically load the first track into Player “A” and the
second track into Player “B” and Player “A” will begin playing.
NOTE: In order to play the Wait List, you must be in the Wait List
mode. You can tell if you are in this mode by: (1) the songs that you
added to the Wait List will be showing in the Recordcase and (2)
the word “Wait List” will show at the bottom of the Recordcase.
Clicking on the
(Wait List) button opens the list; clicking
on it a second time closes it.

Deleting Tracks from the Wait List
Deleting tracks from the Wait List is just as easy as adding
them. You need to be in the Wait List mode in order to complete
this task (see NOTE: above.)
STEP 1. If you are not in the Wait List mode, click on the
(Wait List) button now.
STEP 2. Then click on a track that you want to remove from
the list. (A blue highlight will appear over the chosen track.)
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(Delete from Wait List) button.
STEP 3. Click on the
Repeat steps 2 and 3 to remove other tracks from the list.
STEP 4. Then click on the
mode.

button to exit the Wait List

Using “Auto Pilot”
The PCDJ Software has built-in assistants that do
exactly what you tell them to do, and they never make mistakes.
They’re called Auto Pilot, Auto Play and Auto Shuffle.
When you’re working live, Auto Pilot becomes your right
hand man. It’s your back-up if you’re caught off guard and the Wait
List runs out. And you still have complete control of the edit/mixing
functions of the Players.
To turn on the Auto Pilot, simply click on the
(Auto
Pilot) button in the lower right corner of the screen. A red (bar-shaped)
light above the button will light up indicating its activation. To turn it
off, click the button once more or click on the
(CUE) button on
the player that is running.
FYI: When the Wait List runs out of tracks (when in the Auto Pilot
mode), the 1200sl will continue to play the last two tracks that were
loaded into Players “A” and “B” so there’s no silence of music.

Using Auto Play
Auto Play loads and plays your tracks automatically in
exact sequence. If you have tracks in the Wait List, Auto Play will
play your tracks in the list, then when the Wait List is used up, it will
continue playing by moving into the Recordcase and playing the
tracks there. This way, if you’re caught away from the player, there
will not be any stops in the music.
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FYI: Auto Play works in the Play mode only where no editing/
mixing can occur. This restricts anyone from changing your mix.
You can change Groups and Subgroups at any time and Auto
Play will start loading and playing the tracks in the newly chosen
Group or Subgroup.
To turn on Auto Play, click on the
(Auto Play) button
located in the lower right hand corner of your screen. A flashing red
(bar-shaped) light above the button will indicate that it is activated.
To turn it off, click the button once more or click on the
(CUE)
button on the Player that is running.

Using Auto Shuffle
The Auto Shuffle mode is exactly like Auto Play except it will
play your tracks in random order. After going through the Wait List,
it will switch to the Recordcase and load and play the tracks there.
To turn Auto Shuffle on, click on the
(Auto Shuffle)
button located between the Auto Play and Pilot buttons. A red (barshaped) light above the button will light up, indicating its activation.
Click on the button again or click on the
(CUE) button to turn it off.

Setting a Cue Point
The capabilities that you have with the cueing system is just
another example of why the PCDJ Software is setting new
standards for the industry. The Repeat Audio Looping Pause
function integrated into the Pause feature allows you to hear exactly
where you have paused in a song in relation to its beat and gives
you the ability to set cues precisely at the beginning point of the
beat, or where ever you want. You can set up to twenty Cue Points
per song, and keeping track of them is very easy. You can even
name each Cue Point and easily read them right in the Player’s
green view window.
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You will find the Cue Point Indicator located in the lower
left corner of the 1200sl, beneath the Player display area. If you take
a close look, you will see two rows consisting of ten squares each.
These squares are Cue Point Indicator Lights which make up the
Cue Point Indicator. They show the Cue Point status of the song
loaded in the Player.
[Diagram 34.]

Player

Before any cues are set, the first Cue Point Indicator Light
will be the color red and positioned at the top left of two rows of
Indicator Lights. You will also find a “1:” in the middle of view window
of the Player. That is the Cue Number.
Click on the “Next cue”
button (the right one located
below the Cue Point Indicator) five or six times. Notice that the red
Cue Point Indicator Light moves up and down from the top row to
the bottom to the top again as it scrolls toward the right. And the
Cue Number in the middle of the screen counts upward. Both of
these indicators show the different cues from one to twenty.
FYI: The color red in the Cue Point Indicator Light indicates that
there is no cue set for that particular cue position.
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Now click on the “Prev cue”
button (the left one) the
same number of times that you did with the Cue Next button, and
notice that the Cue Point Indicator Light scrolls back to the first
position and the Cue Number counts back down to “1:”.
STEP 1. To set your first cue in a song, load a track into
“Player A”.
STEP 2. Click on the green “Play/Pause”
the song begins to play.

button and

STEP 3. Click on the Play/Pause button again and the
player begins the Repeating Audio Loop Pause mode.
STEP 4. Listen for the beat of the song. Then hold down
your mouse button on the
“Seek fwd” or ”Seek
rev” button to slowly move the Cue Point forward or backward to position it precisely at the beginning (or attack
point) of the drum beat.
NOTE: Using the right mouse button will move the Cue Point approximately 6 times faster.
FYI: If you are relatively new at mixing, rest assured you’ll quickly
get better at finding the beat and hearing its beginning point as you
work with the 1200sl.
(CUE) button. The song
STEP 5. Then click on the
stops playing and the red Cue Point Indicator Light changes
to the color aqua. You now have your first Cue Point set.
Before we actually use a Cue Point, we should
quickly learn how to set multiple Cue Points for a song first.
Then we will go over how to choose different Cue Points,
and you can see how they work in playing back a song.
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Setting Multiple Cue Points
As mentioned in the previous segment, the PCDJ Software
allows you to set as many as twenty cues per song. Being able to
utilize this many cues offers more creativity for the DJ in mixing up
tracks and gives versatility for different kinds of events.
At this point in the tutorial, only the first Light in the top row
should be lit (in aqua).
FYI: One of the many ways to use Cue Points is when songs that
have introductions with no beat to dance to, you can set a Cue
Point at the end of the introduction, skipping the intro altogether.
(Next cue)
STEP 1. To set another cue, click on the
button. The Cue Point Indicator Light advances to the
bottom row (#2 position).
FYI: Notice that the first Light in the top row changed from aqua to
gray, and the first Light in the second row is now lit in red. Also, the
Cue Number in the middle of the player view window is now “2:”.
STEP 2. Follow steps 2 – 5 in the previous “Setting a Cue
Point” section.
Now you have two Cue Points set for your song. The first
Cue Point Indicator Light is gray and the second, aqua.
Click on the Cue Next button once again and the Cue Point
Indicator Light moves to the top row in the third position. Now the first
two squares are gray and the third is red. The Cue Number is now “3:”.
To set more Cue Points, simply follow steps 2 – 5 in the
previous section “Setting a Cue Point”.
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FYI: The Cue Point Indicator Lights have a color scheme which
represent a particular status:
Red Light = Cue Point to be set.
Aqua Light = Chosen Cue Point for playback.
Gray Light = Shows Cue Point has been set, but not chosen.
No Light (Dark Blue) = Is not chosen, nor is a Cue Point set.

Choosing a Cue Point to Play
Choosing a Cue Point to play is as easy as scrolling through
the Cue Point Indicator using the
(Prev Cue and Next
Cue) buttons.
NOTE: Remember, the aqua colored Cue Point Indicator Light
represents the chosen cue that will be played. Also, if the Light is
red, or not lit at all, there is no cue set in that position. In choosing a
Cue Point to play, you need to pick between the gray and (one)
aqua colored squares.
STEP 1. Scroll up or down through the cues by clicking on
the
buttons and choose the Cue Point you would
like to play.
(CUE) button and the Progress
STEP 2. Click on the
Bar resets to the beginning of the song. Then click on it once
more and the Progress Bar lights up to the point where that
particular Cue Point is set in the song.
(Play/Pause) button and the
STEP 3. Click on the
song will begin playing from the chosen Cue Point.

* Naming Cue points
The ability to name Cue Points is very useful in finding the
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cue you’re looking for with just a quick glance. In continuing on with
this tutorial, we will now go over the function of naming your Cue
Points that you’ve recently set in of this tutorial.
“Show trackinfo” button
STEP 1. Click on the
located at the upper right hand side of the Player. The
TRACK INFORMATION window will open in the Player’s
view window area.
[Diagram 35.]

CUE INFORMATION Window

NOTE: The “Show trackinfo” button will not be activated unless
there is a track loaded into the Player.
STEP 2. Located next to the “Show trackinfo” button is the
“Show cueinfo” button
. Click on it and the CUE
INFORMATION window opens.
STEP 3.Type in the name of your first Cue Point in the top
dialog box.
NOTE: The diagram above shows that we named our first Cue
Point, “Intro”. But you can name yours whatever you would like.
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To name your second Cue Point, press the “Tab”
button on your computer keyboard two times. You will see
the cursor ( I ) shift to the bottom dialog box. Then type in
the name of your second Cue Point there.
To continue naming the rest of your Cue Points, click
on the right
“Select cue memory” scroll button, located
above the top dialog box, one time. The number (01) next to
these two buttons will change to (03). Type in the name of
your third and forth Cue Points and continue this way until
all of your preset cues have been named.
STEP 4. To exit the CUE INFORMATION window, click on
the depressed
(CUES) button. The window disappears, revealing the TRACK INFORMATION window.
(INFO) button and the TRACK
STEP 5. Click on the
INFORMATION window will close as well. Now the player’s
view area will be visible again.
NOTE: Notice the name next to the Cue Number in the middle of
the view window. (Click on the “Next cue” and “Prev cue” scroll buttons and observe the different cue names.)

Deleting a Cue Point
You can erase a Cue Point by double clicking directly over a
Cue Point Indicator Light. A dialog box opens asking for confirmation.
Click the “Yes” button. To abort this action, click “No”.
If nothing occurs when you double click on the Cue Point Indicator
Light, check to see if you have the Lock box selected in the TRACK
INFORMATION window. You must de-select it in order to be able to
erase the Cue Point.
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* The BPM Extractor
The BPM Extractor automatically figures out the Beats Per
Minute of a song. By knowing the BPMs it is easier to choose songs
that are compatible with each other for mixing. Also, the Beat
Match feature [see Match Pitch – (Beat Matching) in Chapter IV],
which automatically matches the BPM of one song (in one Player)
with the BPM of another song (in the other Player).
NOTE: Even if a track has a BPM already set [because, for
instance, you had manually figured out the BPM with the “Bpm
Counter” (see “Setting the BPM Manually” below), the BPM
Extractor will redo the BPM, allowing you to check the accuracy of
the original setting.
STEP 1. Place the tracks, that you want the BPMs found, in
the Wait List. This way, the BPM Extractor will know which
tracks to complete the extraction process on. (Follow the
steps in “The Wait List” section on how to load tracks into
the Wait List.)
STEP 2. With your mouse, click the
extractor) button and the BPM Extractor opens.

(Bpm

[Diagram 36.]

BPM Extractor Progress Bar

STEP 3. Click the “Start” button in the BPM Extractor and
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it begins to run its course, finding the BPMs of each song
that has been loaded into the Wait List.
NOTE: You can choose as many tracks as you want for the BPM
Extractor. If you have a lot, you can run the process overnight and
have them ready for you in the morning.

BPM Extraction Results
The dialog box to the right of the Progress Bars of the BPM
Extractor will list the results of each track as they are completed.
[Diagram 37.]

BPM Extractor “Results” Log

Also an asterisk (or star) will show to the left of each track in
the Wait List which means that the BPM has been successfully
detected and registered. If the BPM was not found, no star will be
present and a message will be stated in the “Results” log.
[Diagram 38.]

BPM Result in Wait List

BPM is Too Slow / Too Fast
If you suspect that the BPM is too slow or too fast, it is
because the BPM Extractor was able to find the BPM, but was
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unable to determine between whole beats and half beats. When this
occasionally happens, your BPM will end up twice as fast or twice
as slow. The remedy for this is to right click on the track in the Wait
List and choose “BPM times 2” or “BPM divide by 2” in the menu
that opens.
[Diagram 39.]

Right-Click Menu
BPM Multiply/Divide Menu

NOTE: When you return to the Recordcase, the new BPMs will not
show until you right click in the Recordcase area and choose
“Refresh list/group” on the popup menu.
This is only necessary for the BPM Extraction feature,
otherwise the Recordcase refreshes automatically.

Setting The BPM Manually
The BPM (Beats Per Minute) of a song is the tempo (or
speed) at which a song is played. It is the total number of beats
made within a sixty second period.
At this point in time, the music industry does not supply the
BPM information for most recorded music. The PCDJ Software
makes it possible for you to find the exact BPM for any song with
the “BPM Counter”.
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NOTE: For this demonstration, choose a song that has a beat
which is definite and plain to hear.
STEP 1. Load the track you’ve chosen into “Player A”. (If
you forgot how, see “Loading a Track into the Player”.)
(Show trackinfo) button and
STEP 2. Click on the
we’re back to the TRACK INFORMATION window.
On the right side of the TRACK INFORAMTION
display is the “BPM counter” [Diagram 35 below]. Notice
the two green dialog boxes. The top one has the word
“STOPPED” in it. This relates to the current status of the
BPM Counter’s player. The dialog box underneath it says
“OFF”. This refers to the metronome’s status.
[Diagram 40.]

BPM Counter

play/pause button in the
STEP 3. Click on the
“Bpm counter” and the track you’ve loaded into “Player A”
will begin to play.
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NOTE: Notice that the word in the top dialog box changes to
“PLAYING” and the bottom one states, “ENTER=START” (enter
equals start).
This shows that the Bpm Counter’s player is in the “playing”
mode and the bottom one explains that when you tap on the “Enter”
key on the computer’s keyboard, the metronome function will “Start”.
STEP 4. Listen to the beat of the song. (It is helpful to pick
out the drums in hearing the song’s beat.)
NOTE: If the song starts out soft or without a definite drum beat,
seek forward by clicking on the “Seek Fwd” button
in the BPM
Counter Player or click on the progress bar (located just below the
title, “Bpm counter”) slightly to the right of where it is lit, and the
playing point of the song will jump to where you clicked and
continue from there.
STEP 5. When you feel that you hear the speed (or tempo)
of the song, tap on the “Enter” key on your keyboard ten
consecutive times, right along with the song’s basic beat.
FYI: When you tap the Enter key for the first time, the bottom
dialog box says “TIMING(10) 0”. As you continue to tap on the key,
the number in the parentheses counts down to “(1)” showing that
you have depressed the Enter key ten complete times.
Also, the number “0” in this dialog box changes each time
you tap the “Enter” key. It will show the BPM rates based on the
intervals of time that elapses between each of your ten manual
taps. As human error exists, it is likely that the BPM rates will be
slightly different each time you tap the key because it is almost
virtually impossible to tap at the same rate every single time.
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NOTE: If you make a mistake when tapping the metronome’s trigger you can: (1) stop before you tap 10 times, wait 3 seconds and
the mechanism will default back to its ready-to-start mode and begin again, or (2) if you’ve already completed the 10 taps, just begin
tapping again and the new settings will override the original ones.
After you’ve tapped the Enter key ten times, the dialog box
says “TICKING (wait)” and the metronome takes over with an
average BPM of your ten manual taps. The metronome’s sound that
you hear will be a cow bell.
Now it is time to find the exact BPM. (Let the song continue
playing.)

Fine Tuning the BPM
The BPM Counter has two buttons
located to the right
of the BPM Number Display [see Diagram 35]. They are called the
“Change bpm” buttons. The one on top increases the BPM and the
bottom one decreases it. Each time you click on either button, the
BPM is changed by one-tenth of a beat.
You need to listen to the song and determine if the current
BPM is too fast, too slow or spot on. It will likely be fast or slow at
this point.
NOTE: If the metronome is far off the beat, you can hold the mouse
button down on the
(Hold) button located between the
(−) and (+) Pitch Bend buttons. This will stop the metronome for as
long as you hold it down. By releasing it on the beat, it will be easier
to adjust the BPM.
Another helpful feature for fine tuning the BPM is the Pitch
Control. By holding down the
(pitch) Bend up or Bend
down buttons, the song will slightly slow down or speed up. This
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allows you to get your BPM in sync with the beat. Then, if your BPM
is accurate, it will not fall out of line with the beat.
NOTE: Once you’ve determined the BPM, verification of its accuracy should be made. A way to make sure that you do have the
correct BPM setting is to listen to the song for at least 45 seconds.
If the BPM is not exact, the metronome’s bell will start to slip off of
the beat within this time period. To make any necessary minor adjustments to the metronome’s BPM, use the “Change bpm” buttons.
If the bell edges ahead of the beat, click on the bottom button
– this will slow down the metronome. Click the top
button, if the
bell is falling behind, to speed up the metronome.
When ever adjustments are made, the 45 second verification
process should follow every time.
Finding the exact BPM for a song is simply a series of
utilizing all of the above adjusting actions to the desired end.
FYI: To exit the TRACK INFORMATION window, click on the
depressed “Show trackinfo”
button.

Reset Information
You’ve probably seen the (RES)
“Reset information”
button when we were in TRACK and CUE INFORMATION and
are wondering what it is. This button is like the “Undo” feature in
Windows. By clicking on it, you are able to restore the information
that existed when you entered the TRACK or CUE INFORMATION
windows, (whichever window you happen to be in).

Instant Beat Matching
Now that you know how to find and set the BPM for any
song, you can learn how to use the “Beat Matching” feature.
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NOTE: The BPM must be set in both of the tracks that are loaded
into the Players in order to be able to use this function.
STEP 1. Load both Players with tracks (see “Loading a
Track into the Player” in Chapter IV).
STEP 2. If you want the BPM of the track in Player “A” to
match the BMP of the track in Player “B”, press the Match
button on the left side of the controller (this is Player “A” side
of the Controller).
You could, as well, match the BMP of the track in
Player “B” to that of Player “A” by pressing the Match button
on the right side (Player “B” side) of the controller.

Conclusion
As you have witnessed, the PCDJ Software MP3 player has
many great features which are simple to use. But there are still
more functions that make playing and mixing tracks even more
enjoyable.
Proceed to the next chapter and continue with this basic
tutorial to learn how to use more of the PCDJ Software’s functions.

*

*

*
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More on the PCDJ Software
™

We’ve gone over many of the PCDJ Software’s features so
far in this tutorial and how to use them. As you have seen for yourself,
this powerful system is very simple to operate. We’re now going to
take a look at some more features that haven’t been covered yet.

Recording the Mix
Another fantastic thing that you can do with the PCDJ
Software can do is record your mixes on the fly. You also have the
ability to choose the format that your recording will be completed in,
i. e., WAV or MP3. So before we begin to learn how to record a live
mix, let’s take a quick look at setting the recording format.

Recording Format
STEP 1. Click the “CFG” button in the upper right corner of
your “PCDJ Software”.
STEP 2. Click the large “Software” button at the top of the
Configuration page under “Settings”.
STEP 3. In the “Software” section, click the
“Ripp/Encoder” tab and look for the “Recording fmt” text
box on the upper right side of this page.
STEP 4. Click the “Down Arrow” to the right of this box and
choose the appropriate setting in the menu.
NOTE: When MP3 encoding is being done in a live mix,
there is a very large amount of memory capacity being used at one
time. This is because there are actually three encoders running all
at once in order to complete this type of “live” recording action with
two players running at the same time.
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If you do not have a computer with a 500Mhz processor or
faster, it is possible that skipping in the recording and/or slow
response to the graphic performance can arise. The solution to this
is to first set the Recording Format to WAV, record (ripp) your mix
and then encode your WAV file afterwards to MP3.
You can easily encode WAV files in the PCDJ Broadcaster
Deluxe. Refer to the next section, “Converting WAV files to MP3
Format” to learn how to do this simple task.
Notice the different setting options in the menu that slides
down. If you have decided to heed the note above and ripp your live
mixes to WAV first, then encode them to MP3 afterwards, you do
not have to worry about which bit rate to choose at this time. You
need only to choose whether you want “Stereo” or “Mono”
recordings. (This simply means, do you want your recording to
playback in stereo or mono.) This is because, as explained in the
section on bit rates, the WAV format is basically the same as CD
quality. But the significant drawback of using WAV is that the files
are so large, it is impractical in most cases to store any reasonable
quantity of files on the hard drive.
The best recommendation is to encode your “live mix” WAV
files right after you’ve created them. This way, you will manage your
files efficiently, not letting too many WAV files build-up on your hard
drive and increasing the potential slowing of your processor speed.
If you do have a 500Mhz processor or faster, you can
encode directly to MP3 format while you record your live mix. If
need exceptional quality audio files, choose the highest MP3 bit
rate option in the “Recording Format” menu (MP3 Stereo 44100
Smpls 192 Kbit). For better-than-average quality files, choose “128
Kbits in Stereo, and so on.
STEP 5. Close Configuration by clicking the “CFG” button
once again.
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STEP 6. Load Players “A” and “B with your desired tracks.
(Record) button in the lower right
STEP 7. Click the
corner of the PCDJ Broadcaster Deluxe.
STEP 8. In the dialog box that opens, choose the location
where you would like the recorded file to be stored.
(Play) butSTEP 9. Start the Players by clicking the
tons of each Player and you have begun to record your mix.
NOTE: It would be a good idea to first match up your two tracks so
their speeds (or Beats Per Minute) are the same. (See the sections,
“Instant Beat Matching” and “The BPM Extractor”.)
(Record) button a second time to
STEP 10. Click the
stop the recording process.

The Recordcase
Sorting Track Lists
There are five different ways to sort your tracks in the
Recordcase and it’s as easy as clicking a button.
[Diagram 41.]

Sort Buttons

“BPM” Sort Button
The “BPM” sort button is located at the top of the Recordcase toward the left side. When you click on it, the tracks in your
Recordcase will sort according to the BPM settings of your tracks
from the lowest number to the highest.
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“Artist” Sort Button
Clicking on the “Artist” button will sort the tracks by artist
name alphabetically.
“Trackname” Sort Button
The “Trackname” button sorts your tracks alphabetically by
the track’s title.
“Version” Sort Button
The “Version” button sorts the tracks numerically, by track
running times, from lowest to highest.
FYI: The term “version”, for our purposes, can relate to the length
of each track or the different ways a song has been recorded. For
example, a song might be recorded in a version with vocals and as
an “instrumental only” version as well. There are many songs that
have different versions and different lengths.
“Comment” Sort Button
This button will alphabetically sort the comments that you’ve
made on your tracks.
Click on each sort button and observe the changes in your
track list in the Recordcase.

FIND
A very efficient way of locating a track is with the “FIND”
feature. In the lower right side of the Recordcase, next to the
(Wait List) button, is the (FIND)
button. To locate a track
using the FIND feature, do the following steps:
STEP 1. Click on the

button.
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The Recordcase area becomes blank, and light blue
colored text boxes appear underneath each sort button. The
text boxes relate to the sort buttons above them.
[Diagram 42.]

Find Text Boxes

Also, the word
shows in the dark blue bar
at the bottom left side of the Recordcase.
You can type the corresponding information in any
number of the text boxes that you would like to search with.
The more information you supply, the more narrow
the result.
STEP 2. Type in the name of an artist that you know you
have in the Recordcase and click on the “Start search”
.
button located at the bottom of the Recordcase. All
of the tracks that you have of this artist will be retrieved and
listed in the Recordcase. If you want to find a specific song,
type its name in the “Trackname” text box, and only that
track will be retrieved.
(STOP)
FYI: If you wish to cancel a search, just click on the
button next to
and it will end the search in progress.

Up / Down Scroll Buttons
These
buttons are located in the lower right
corner of the Recordcase. They scroll up and down a full page of
your lists when you click on them, whether it be in the Recordcase,
Wait List or Find List.
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FYI: Using the right mouse button allows you to scroll, upward or
downward, one track at a time.

Control In
When you use a Midi device with the PCDJ Software, a
green light glows in the lower right hand corner of the player, next
to the words, “Midi in”
.

The Group List Player
Located at the bottom of the Group List is the “Group List
Player”. As mentioned earlier, it is a mini-player for pre-listening to
tracks from the CD ROM. But it also allows pre-listening from any
list in the Recordcase, without having to load the tracks into “Player
A” or “Player B”. (This applies to tracks in the Recordcase when in
the Ripp Mode as well.)
To listen to a track from the Group List Player, click on a
track in the Recordcase and then click on the
(Play) button
below the Group List Case. The track will begin to play.
The buttons are as follows:
Stop/Play/Fast reverse/Fast forward.

The Mixer
Main Volume Control
[Diagram 43, #1] The “Main Volume Control” dial runs the
overall output volume of the left and right channels of the 1200sl. Its

dial is easily manipulated by holding down the mouse button in the
box area around the dial, and vertically moving the mouse pointer
up for higher volume and down for lower volume.
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[Diagram 43.]

Volume Control

Main Balance Control
[Diagram 43, #2] The horizontal slide below, the Main Volume
dial, is the “Main Balance Control”. Hold the mouse button down on
the lever and move the mouse arrow horizontally, left or right, to
move it. You can also click in the lever’s track area and the lever will
instantly jump to the point where you click.

Main Reset Balance
[Diagram 43, #3] The square button in the upper left hand
corner of the Main Volume Control dial is the “Main Reset Balance”
button. By clicking on it, the Main Balance Control lever
automatically resets to the center.

Monitor Volume Control
[Diagram 43, #4] The “Monitor Volume Control” runs the
overall output volume of the Monitor. Manipulation of the dial is the
same as with the Main Volume Control.

Monitor Balance Control
[Diagram 43, #5] This balance control is the same as the
“Main Balance Control” except that it only controls the monitor. It
is maneuvered the same way as the Main Balance Control.

Monitor Reset Balance
[Diagram 43, #6] This square button in the upper left corner of
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the Monitor Volume Control dial is the “Monitor Reset Balance”
button. By clicking on it, the Monitor Balance Control lever automatically resets to center.
[Diagram 44.]

Mixer Volume Controls

Cross Fade
[Diagram 44, #1] This slide cross fades between Player “A”
and “B” and works in conjunction with the separate volume slides of
both players. To move the slide, hold the mouse button down on top
of it and move the mouse pointer horizontally left or right. The slide
will move with the pointer. You can also click where you want the
slide to be in the slide’s track area, and it will instantly move to that
position.

Reset Fade
[Diagram 44, #2] This button is for resetting the Cross Fade
slide to the center position. It is the square button located above
the horizontal (Cross Fade) slide. To reset, click on the button.

Cue Button (A & B)
[Diagram 44, #3] The “Cue Button” allows you to listen to
the Players in the headphones or Monitor speakers in order to cue
up the next song for play. Clicking on the button(s) turns on the
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Monitor’s output for one or both players.

Volume (A & B)
[Diagram 44, #4] These are the two vertical “Volume” slides
that control the volume levels of each Player individually. Holding
down the mouse pointer over either slide, and moving the mouse
vertically up or down, moves one. Also clicking in the slide’s track
area will move it as well.

A Final Note
VERY WELL DONE! You have completed the tutorial for the
PCDJ Software MP3 player. This is what music and mixing is all
coming to – high tech. And by adapting your DJ experience with the
power and versatility of the computer and the PCDJ Software, you
are positioning yourself to be a leader in your profession.
From here forward for as long as needed, you should refer
to this manual and working with the player until you know its
features cold and can comfortably run it.
Do your homework before your gigs and have everything ready
ahead of time. You shouldn’t be making lists and arranging tracks in
the Wait List during your performance. Also, use the Wait List and
Auto Pilot together when performing live. This combination is so
efficient, you’ll wonder how you ever got along without it in the past.
Once you’ve input the track information and set the BPM’s
to your tracks, you will have an extremely efficient system to
perform with. Enjoy state-of-the-art mixing in the new millennium.
*

*

*

The next section of this manual shows all of the keyboard
shortcuts for the PCDJ Software. Once you learn these, you will be
able to master this system.
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Cueing & “Line In”
Recording

So far in this manual, many of the features and operations
of the PCDJ Software have been covered. The DJ can be
empowered, even more, with advanced features that offer better
recording capabilities, precision cueing and enhanced creativity.
This chapter will go over the advanced features and
procedures of the PCDJ Software.

Creating MP3 Files – External Audio Systems
You’ve already learned how to make WAV and MP3 files
from CDs utilizing your computer’s CD ROM. It is indisputable that
the superiority of the CD’s digital signal along with the quality of the
direct connection between the computer and the CD ROM makes
the best quality files when recording. But the Line In feature of the
PCDJ Software is a valuable tool for recording from vinyl and other
media that are not available in CD format.
FYI: When you record from your CD ROM, the process always
remains digital, sustaining the best possible fidelity. When utilizing a
“Line In” connection, the audio starts out in analog format before it
is converted to digital. This allows for some deterioration of the
sound (hiss, pings, etc.), to associate with the end product.

* Line In
Although recording from CDs gives the best result in ripping/
encoding to WAV or MP3 (or any format), there are times when the
tracks you wish to record are not available on CD. This is where the
Line In feature of the PCDJ Software becomes invaluable.
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To record with Line In, you need an audio (or audio/video)
cable to run from your source to your soundcard.
FYI: You only use one sound card when ripping/encoding with Line In.
The specifications of the adapter are: one 1/8” male ministereo plug, which splits into two female RCA jacks (Stereo female
jacks will not work). You can find these cables at electronic or
computer stores.
[Diagram 45.]
1/8” Stereo plug
(mono)

RCA Plugs
Cable for Ripping/Encoding
with External Sources

The vinyl record is the most popular media for recorded music
below CDs. It’s not as good as DAT (Digital Audio Tape), but almost
anything not available on CD can be found on vinyl. The following
segment, on how to ripp/encode from external devices with the “Line
In” feature, will cover using the phonograph to ripp and encode
music from vinyl.

The Turntable - Amplification
Phonographs (or turntables) do not output a strong enough
signal by themselves and should never be directly connected to the
computer for ripping/ encoding. They require some form of
amplification to boost the phono signals.
A Stereo Amplifier
The simplest way to solve the low signal output of a phonograph is to utilize a stereo amplifier (like that of a typical home
stereo system). If you have an amplifier, follow the steps below:
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STEP 1: Connect your turntable in its normal fashion to the
amplifier with the left and right phono outputs.
STEP 2: With the cable that you received with your PCDJ
Digital 1200sl (see diagram below) plug the left and right
RCA cables into the “Tape Out” or “Aux Out” outputs of your
stereo’s amplifier.
STEP 3: Put the 1/8” mini-stereo plug into the Auxiliary
(input) jack of your sound card.

Mixer vs Amp
You can also use a mixer instead of an amplifier. If you have
a mixer that you use for your performances, it would be ideal for
amplifying your phonograph. There will be more than enough power
to produce a clean (quiet) signal.
The setup is basically the same as with an amplifier. Simply
run the cables from the turntable to the input plugs of the mixer. Then
run the left and right RCA plugs (of the RCA to 1/8” cable) out from
the mixer’s output channels and plug the 1/8” stereo jack into your
sound card.
In either case, you will be able to control the volume/recording levels with this kind of setup.

A Basic Mixer
Small mixers, for the purpose of boosting the signal for a
turntable and other light jobs, can be used with comparative results
as the amplifier or larger mixer. So if you don’t have a large mixer,
or want to have one separate of your live performance one, this is
an excellent solution while keeping the investment quite
reasonable. The price range for a basic mixer runs from about
$60.00 to $150.00.
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A great, reasonably priced mixer for recording from vinyl is
the DM900 “Blue Dog” manufactured by Numark™. Its cost is about
$100.00 and has a high-end performance audio signal. It also has
two channels with a cross fader, 4 phono inputs (so you could run
two turntables into it and mix while you ripp if desired), toggling
phono/line inputs on both channels for recording from either phono
or other sources (like DAT, etc.) and selectable cueing.
These smaller mixers will basically be connected in the same
manner - run the cables from the turntable to the input plugs of the
mixer. Then run the left and right RCA plugs (of the RCA to 1/8”
cable) out from the mixer’s output channels and the 1/8” end to your
sound card.

Pre-Amps
There are inexpensive pre-amps that you can buy, but we
don’t recommended using one for professional quality recording as
they tend to create background noise and there’s no volume
controls to adjust the output.
Without the ability to set the volume, songs that have been
originally recorded at low levels will not be normalized (at the same
level as CD tracks). When you go to mix these tracks with other
tracks that have been ripped/encoded from CDs, the levels will not
be the same and can create a mixing nightmare for the DJ.

Ripping/Encoding from a Turntable
Now that you have your turntable properly connected to your
computer via a pre-amplifier device, you’re ready to begin using the
PCDJ Software for ripping/encoding from vinyl.
STEP 1: Click the RIPP
the “Ripp mode”.
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button and a window
STEP 2: Click on the Line In
with TRACK INFORMATION and “(Line in recording)”
dialog boxes appear in the Recordcase area.
STEP 3: Fill in the track information of the first song that you
want to ripp/encode.
Mode
Optional STEP 4: If you want to switch from the default
Stereo mode, click on the down arrow to the right of the
Mode text box and click on “Mono” in the menu. The chosen
mode will show in the Mode field.
Format
Optional STEP 5: If you want to ripp to WAV instead of
ripping and encoding to MP3, click on the down arrow to
the right of the Format text box and choose WAV.
Mp3 Bitrate
Optional STEP 6: If the default Bit Rate (VBR 100 (192) is
not desirable, click on the down arrow to the right of the Mp3
Bitrate text box and choose the setting of your liking (see
“Bit Rate” in chapter IV for more information on Bit Rate).
Max Length
The Max Length feature is a timer that limits amount of
conversion (recording) time allowed. This is so you can
ripp/encode as much or as little of an entire record as you
wish, and you won’t have to be right there during the
process if you don’t wish to. The default time is ten minutes.
Optional STEP 7: You can change (increase/decrease) the
time limit by clicking the
(Set batch conversion time)
buttons. To turn in off, click the
(decrease button) until
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the number in the clock reaches 00:00.
NOTE: The time in the clock increases or decreases 15 seconds
every time you click one of the “Set Batch” buttons. The maximum
time limit is 60 minutes.

Set Filename
STEP 8: Click on “Set filename” and a dialog box opens
named “Enter filename without extension”. This is a navigation
tool for choosing the location where you would like to store
the duplicated song that you are now going to ripp/encode.
FYI: Notice that the vital information you typed in the TRACK
INFORMATION (in STEP 3) is showing in the “File name:” text box.
NOTE: Since you’re going to be duplicating several songs, it would
be best to first create a folder to put them in (see “Creating a Folder
for your MP3 Tracks” in chapter IV).
STEP 9: Navigate to where you would like the song to be
stored and click on the “Save” button. The dialog box closes
and the name of the file now shows in the “Filename” text box.
STEP 10: You are now ready to start ripping to WAV format
(and then to MP3 if you’re creating an MP3 file). Cue up the
song on your turntable.
STEP 11: Click the “Start” button located below Set Filename
and start your turntable.
STEP 12: If you’ve set the Max Length to stop the duplication
process, you’re all set. If not, just click the “Stop” button
when you’re finished with the song.
Continue duplicating each song in the same manner.
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NOTE: There is an “Auto-Trim” feature that automatically cuts off
the blank space before the song begins and after it ends.
The PCDJ Software makes it incredibly simple to record
(duplicate) from outside sources with the Line In feature. To use
other sources (like a cassette tape player) for LINE IN recording,
follow the same procedure above, replacing the turntable with the
alternative device.
NOTE: Remember, it is only the turntable that requires pre-amplification.
With all other devices, you have the choice of connecting directly to
your sound card without a pre-amp, mixer or amplifier. Though
using the features of a mixer (volume control, cross fade, etc.)
offers greater control of the recording process, the choice is yours.

* Advanced Cue Alignment
As you have seen earlier in this manual, the PCDJ Digital
1200sl offers ways of setting Cue Points with great accuracy. In this
section you well see that the CUE INFORMATION window offers
another way to set cues with even greater precision utilizing graphics
to visually calibrate Cue Points.
To enter the CUE INFORMATION window, click on the
INFO button in the Player. Then click on the CUES button that
appears to the left.

CUE INFORMATION Diagram
Before we begin using the Visual Cue Alignment feature, an
orientation of the CUE INFORMATION window should be done first.
A diagram of the window is below with a brief description of its
features. After you read through the features, we will begin learning
how to adjust cues visually.
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[Diagram 46.]

CUE INFORMATION: Visual Display

1. Select cue memory: These buttons scroll through the
preset Cue Points, displaying two-at-a-time in the CUE
INFORMATION window.
2. Cue sample address: This number represents the exact
sample within a song. For example; sample address 88,199
would be the second to last sample taken within the first two
seconds of a song that was duplicated at 44.1 KHz. (See
“Cue Sample Address” on next page).
3. Cue Sample Address Scroll Buttons: These buttons
allow you to move forward or backward in a Cue Point in
extremely small degrees. Every click of a button moves ten
samples.
4. Cue Commands: The Cue Commands button opens a
dialog box that offers a “Read only” feature which disallows
any editing to the specific Cue Point.
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5. Gain view: The Gain View contract or expand the band
width of the Cue Point’s sound graphic in order to help emphasize
the graphic. (They do not affect the cue’s position within the
song.) This offers different perspectives of the graphic.
6. Mini Player: The Mini Player lets you listen to the track
in the Player.
7. Test cue: The Test Cue button will play the Cue Point
(and a small portion after it) so you can listen to it.
8. Zoom: The Zoom button only affects the way the graphic
appears in the graph. It does not affect the cue’s position in
the song. It allows you to move in closer or back away from
the view. The closer you zoom in, the shorter the time line of
the graphic will be in view. The further back you zoom out,
you will be viewing more of the time line. Number 128 is the
closest view, and you can zoom out to as far as 8.

Cue Sample Address
The PCDJ Software goes another step further in manipulating the Cue Point’s location with perfection. It is with the Cue
Sample Address feature.
Before we go any further, a brief understanding of the term
“sample” should be achieved. The terms below should help out.

Sample
A very small piece of information taken from real-world audio
that has been changed into digital code. In a digitizing process with
a sampling rate of 44.1 KHz (or cycles per second), a sample would
be just one segment (or sample) of 44,100 segments (or samples)
within one second of time.
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Sampling
In the digital realm, sampling is the transcribing of real-world
sight and sound into digital (computer) code in specific, evenly
dispersed moments in time.

Sampling Rate
The rate or frequency of samples taken from real-world sight and
sound and then converted into digital information within one
second’s time. The sampling rate that is equal to the hi-fi standard
is 44.1 KHz or 44,100 cycles per second. This means that for every
second gone by of the item being digitized, 44,100 samples would
be created.
Thus we can conceive that a “sample address” is the exact
location of one specific sample of digitized information. We can then
conclude that the Cue Sample Address is the exact location of a
specific sample of the chosen Cue Point within a song.
In light of all that, we have the Cue Sample Address feature
that allows adjusting Cue Points with laser precision. This is done
by having Cue Points captured on a graph for viewing, and then
maneuvering through the Cue Point via sample addresses. In other
words, you can scroll through the samples like looking at the Cue
Point under a microscope.
If we take into account that there are 44,100 samples made
in just one second alone (in a song track that has been duplicated
at 44.1 KHz), a sample is almost small enough to be unimaginable.
With the PCDJ Software you can move through a chosen portion of
a song at ten samples at a time. To give an idea of just how precise
you can get with setting a Cue Point, it takes moving
through about 1000 samples for the average person to realize a change
in the position of the Cue Point. Of course, the trained ear can hear
change in the Cue Point’s position going through less samples.
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Adjusting Cue Points by
Cue Sample Address
Once you have at least one Cue Point set for a song, you
can use the CUE INFORMATION window for naming your cues and
making final adjustments to them. To use the Cue Sample Address
feature, follow the procedure below:
STEP 1: Load a track that has at least one Cue Point set,
into Player A. (see “Setting a Cue Point” section in chapter IV).
NOTE: It is assumed at this point that the Cue Points of the song
loaded in the Player are already named (see “Naming Cue Points”
section in chapter IV).
STEP 2: Enter CUE INFORMATION by clicking the INFO
button, then click on the CUES button.
Visual representations of your first two Cue Points
will be in the left and right graphs. You can adjust the graph’s
view with the “Gain view” and “Zoom” buttons (see numbers
5 and 8 in the diagram above) to suit your preference.

Gain View
The top Gain View button widens the band by clicking on it.
The bottom button condenses the width. The range runs from 0 to 9.

Zoom
The left Zoom button moves closer in on the graph to as low
as 8. The right button moves further away from the graph to128.
Each time you click, the distance is changed by 8.
button in the (left)
STEP 3: Click on the Test Cue
“Cue: 1”. You will be able to hear the chosen Cue Point.
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Listen to its attack point and determine whether it
starts exactly on the point you desire, if there’s a slight
amount of sound before it or whether the attack sound is
being slightly cut off at the beginning.
FYI: Shortcuts for Test Cues are Page Up and Page Down keys on
the computer keyboard.
STEP 4: Place the mouse pointer over either the top or
bottom Cue Sample Address button and hold down your
mouse button. This will continuously depress the button and
quickly move through the Sample Addresses.
Move forward or backwards through the samples
about 100 samples. Notice that as the Sample Address
rapidly runs (up or down), it changes by 10 samples at a time.
FYI: To move through samples 10 at a time, click on the Cue
Sample Address button (don’t hold it down) to make very minute
moves. This feature allows for exact positioning of a Cue Point.
Continue with STEPS 3 - 5 until you are satisfied that the Cue Point
is precisely where you want it.
STEP 5: Click on the Test Cue button again to listen to the
Cue Point to determine its position.
The PCDJ Software’s Cueing features are nothing short
of high tech professional standards. Setting a Cue Point in the Edit
mode allows exceptional positioning with the “Repeat Audio
Looping Pause” feature (mentioned in chapter IV in the section
“Setting a Cue Point”). And using the Cue Sample Address while
viewing the graphic display of the sound piece allows you to move,
microscopically, through a song and adjust the Cue Point with
extreme accuracy.
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Backing Up Program Files
As with anything involving a computer and information, it is a
good idea to backup your data.
In the PCDJ Software, it would be wise to backup your
Groups directory as well as your Data directory. The Groups
directory has all of your Groups and Subgroups that you’ve created
in the 1200sl. The Data directory has all information that has been
added to the basic music file. For example; if you rip and encode a
track to MP3, then input track information and set cues, this
additional information goes into the Data directory.
To backup your Group and Data directories, follow the easy
steps below:
STEP 1: Click on the “My Computer” icon on your computer
desktop. A window opens named “My Computer”.
STEP 2: Click on the “(C:)” icon in the window and you’re
(C:) drive window opens up.
STEP 3: Click on the “Program Files” folder and the
“Program Files” window opens.
STEP 4: Click on the “D1200SL” folder to open it.
STEP 5: Hold down the “Shift” key on your computer keyboard and click on the “Data” folder and “Group” folder. They
will both darken, showing that they have both been selected.
STEP 6: Right click on one of the chosen folders and a
menu expands.
STEP 7: Choose Copy in the menu by placing your mouse
pointer over the word “Copy”.
STEP 8: Close the D1200SL window by clicking the “X” in
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the upper right corner of this window.
STEP 9: Right click in a blank space on your computer desktop and the two directory folders will appear on the desktop.
NOTE: The original directories are still located in the program files
as well.
STEP 10: You can save them to a floppy disk or CD (if you
have a CD burner).

Conclusion
By this Point, you have been well indoctrinated on the PCDJ
Software. With repetition of use, and reference to this manual, you
will be able to run the PCDJ Software like a driving a car – a “piece
of cake”.
The next part of this manual covers the DMC-1 (Digital
Media Controller). It is a controller device runs the PCDJ Software
and further enhances the total DJ experience.
NOTE: If you do not have the DMC-1 and would like one or find out
more about it, you can contact Visiosonic toll free at 877-778-4746
or you can order this product on-line at www.pcdj.com.

*
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[Diagram 47.]

Right side of the DMC-1

The purpose of the DMC-1 is to give the professional DJ
real-world touch control to manipulate the PCDJ Pro Digital
1200sl and PCDJ Digital 1200dmc DJ systems. This
Controller combines the incredible working power of today’s
computers and hands-on workability with on-the-fly
capabilities.
NOTE: To help diminish the repetitious use of labels, the PCDJ Pro
Digital 1200sl and the PCDJ Digital 1200dmc programs will be
referred to as “The PCDJ Software” whether referred to individually
or together.
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Connecting the DMC-1
Connecting the controller to your computer only requires a
few simple steps:

STEP 1. Plug the Serial Cable into the Serial Port of
your Digital Media Controller (DMC-1).

STEP 2. Then plug the other end of the Serial Cable
into one of the Serial Port of your computer.

STEP 3. Plug the Power Cord into the (12V DC
500mA) Power Outlet of the DMC-1.

STEP 4. Then plug the other end of the power cord
into a wall socket.

NOTE: The third socket, EXTRA CONTROL, on the DMC-1 is for a
future upgrade of the PCDJ Software that will allow two controllers
to be used simultaneously .
The DMC-1 is now connected to your computer, has
power and should be ready to work with The PCDJ
Software. Proceed to the next section to verify that the
devices are communicating to each other properly.
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Connection Verification
It is necessary to verify that the DMC-1 is properly
connected to the PCDJ Software and everything is on
working order.
STEP 1. Open The PCDJ Software if it is not already
started.
STEP 2. Click the “CFG” (Configuration) button to enter the
Configuration mode.
STEP 3. Click the “External” tab in the “Hardware” section
and you will find the “Controller serialport settings” Port
text box (see Diagram 48 below).
Depending on which Serial Port you connected the
DMC-1 to will determine which Com Serial Port (COM1,
COM2, etc.) you will need to choose in the “Port” text box.
[Diagram 48.]

Configuration: Hardware - External
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NOTE: You may have a different name for the Serial Com Ports
than COM1 and COM2. So you are able to type the name of your
Serial Com Port if it is different. This way, The PCDJ Software will
correctly search for, and find the correct Com Port where you have
the DMC-1 connected to.
To type a new name for the Com Port, click your mouse
pointer inside the “Port” text box and type the appropriate name.
(For example, Com 3, or whatever your system labels your Com
Ports.)
FYI: The maximum number of ports that a computer has is 4. Usually, 3 and 4 are reserved for modems.
STEP 4. Verify which Com Port you have the DMC-1 connected to. To do this, choose the first port in the list by
clicking the
(Down Arrow) to the right of the Port text
box (see Diagram 49). Then click the
(Test Connection) button. If there is no resulting information
showing in the
(Controller
msg) text box, choose the next choice in the list in the same
fashion, and so on, until you see the DMC-1version number
displayed in the
text box.
(The version number in the Port text box may be different
than what is shown in this manual.)
[Diagram 49.]

Port Text Box Menu
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The DMC-1
Features Diagram
The DMC-1 has many awesome features specifically
designed to allow the DJ to reach new levels of dynamic
performance and a higher realm of creativity. As you look at the
front of this controller, you’ll notice many controls which complete
many functions. But depending on the mode that the PCDJ
Software is in, these same controls will complete other tasks as
well. Also, many of them, used in combination, will create even
more effects. This section/manual will show you the different
controls of the DMC-1, what they do and how to manipulate them in
the different modes.
But before we move on to the diagram, it is important to first
understand the difference between the Player mode and the
Sampler mode. Read the next section and then proceed with the
DMC-1 diagram.

* Sampler, Player and Edit Modes Defined
The PCDJ Software is actually two things in one: a sampler
and a player. And within these devices are three working modes of
operation:

* The Sampler Mode
A sampler is a device that copies a short piece of a larger
audio track. These short pieces of audio are technically known as
“samples”. In the PCDJ Software, these samples are called
“Loops”. A Loop, by definition, is a short length of sound that can be
used to work in to a mix for creating greater effects of the music.
The Sampler mode of the PCDJ Software allows you to
create up to eight Loops. When in the Sampler mode, the word,
“Sampler” will display in the PCDJ Software’s Display Window.
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The Player Mode
The Player mode plays back the audio tracks and Loops in
the Dual Players. It is selectively different than the Edit Mode in that
it does not allow the setting, or editing, of Cue Points.

The Edit Mode
The Edit mode allows you to create and edit Cue Points.
Look at the following diagram and read about the controls to
begin to become familiar with this powerful tool – the DMC-1.
Important NOTE: In order to keep from getting too much subjective information at one time, look at (touch, play with, feel, etc.) the
features on your DMC-1 Controller as you read about them in this
section. You don’t have to try to operate these features at this time,
but get familiar with the “actual” controls instead of just pictures on
a page.
[Diagram 50]

DMC-1 (Left Side)

NOTE: The controls of the left side of the DMC-1 are for Player “A”
of the PCDJ Software and the equivalent controls on the right side
are for Player ”B”.
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1. Load: This is the Load button. Pressing it in the Stop mode will
load the selected track from the Recordcase of The PCDJ
Software. This button is also used, in combination with other
buttons, to execute more functions as well.
2. Wait List: Clicking the Wait List button will open the Wait List
mode. When in this mode, any tracks that have been placed in
the Wait List will then be shown in the Recordcase. This button
is also used, in combination with other buttons, to execute other
functions.
3. Shift: The Shift button works like a typical Shift key on a
computer keyboard by allowing control (or button) combinations
to execute more tasks. For example, holding down the Shift
button and pressing the Cue button (Shift + Cue) will cause the
Player that is playing a song to slow down to a complete stop
(an effect that sounds like a turntable being turned off).
4. Inner Jog Wheel: When the Player is not playing a track – The
inner wheel of the Jog Wheel will scroll up and down the track
list in the Recordcase when you spin it clockwise and counterclockwise.
When the Player is playing a track – you can temporarily
bend the pitch of a song by turning the Inner Jog Wheel
clockwise (pitch up) or counter-clockwise (pitch down) when a
song is playing in the Player.
5. Outer Jog Wheel: When the Player is not playing a track –
When you turn the outer wheel of the Jog Wheel all the way to
the left or right, it will scroll through your Subgroups at the
bottom of the Recordcase.
When the Player is playing a track – Turning the Outer Jog
Wheel will cause the play position to swiftly track (or move)
through the song. (This is also known as “Seeking”.)
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6. Cue Memory: When the Player is not playing – These buttons
scroll up or down the Cue Point Indicator (in The PCDJ
Software) to choose one of the cue memory positions for storing
or playing Cue Points.
7. Group: This is the Group button. Holding it down and pressing
the (+) and (–) buttons will scroll up and down the groups list.
8. Preview: The Preview button plays the highlighted track (from
the Recordcase) in the Groupcase Player of the PCDJ
Software. This allows you to pre-listen to a track without having
to load it into a Player.
The Preview button also acts as a typical "Shift key on a
computer keyboard, allowing more functions to work by
combining itself with another control (or button).
9. Match: The Match button will match the BPM (Beats Per
Minute) of a song in one the Dual Players with the song that is
in the other Player.
To further explain this: If the BPM of the track loaded in
Player “A” is 122 and the BPM of the track loaded in Player “B”
is 137, pressing the Match button of Player “A” would change
the BPM of Player “A’s” track to 137. This, of course, would be
reversed if Player “B’s” Match button were pressed: Player “B’s”
track’s BPM would change to 122 to match Player “A’s” BPM.
10. Pitch Control Slide: This slide allows you to control the Pitch
Control Slide of The PCDJ Software by hand.
11. Cue: Clicking the Cue button will stop the Player from playing a
track. If there is a Cue Point chosen, the Player will set its
playing point back to this cue position instead of returning to the
beginning of the song. In this “cued” mode, the red LED light
above the Cue button will light up.
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(Shift + Cue): Holding down the Shift button and pressing Cue
will cause the Player to reset to the beginning of the song when
the Player is not playing.
12. Play: The Play button will start the corresponding Player (A or
B) when depressed, if the Player has a track loaded in it. The
green LED light above the button will light up. If you press the
Play button once more, the Player will go into a Pause mode
and the green LED light will begin to blink. Pressing the button
once again will cause the Player to resume playing from where
it left off when it was paused.
13. Pitch Bend: These two (– and +) buttons will bend the pitch of
the song being played in one Player. This will speed it up or
slow it down to synchronize it with the song in the other Player
for as long as the button(s) is held down.
14. Display Window: The green window that shows the status of
many of the DMC-1’s features.

More on the DMC-1
Now that you’ve become somewhat familiarized with the
DMC-1 we can move on to learning how to operate many of its
features. Continue reading, and as you go along, try the controls on
the DMC-1 as you learn about them. This way, you will better retain
what you are studying.

Pausing the Player
Press the Play button, then press it a second time and the
Player goes in to the (silent) Pause mode.

Edit Mode
When in the Edit mode, you are able to search through a
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song with sound. For instance, if you want to find a place to set a
Cue Point, you can seek forward or backwards with sound (you are
able to hear the song skipping forward or backwards like it sounds
with a CD player). The next two segments explain how to use and
activate the Edit Mode.

Seek with Sound
When the Player is in the Edit mode you can also seek
forward and backwards with sound by simply turning the Outer Jog
Wheel to clockwise or counter-clockwise.

Change Pitch Control Range (for “1200sl” only)
(Wait List + Match) - Holding down the Wait List button and
pressing the Match button will change the “range” at which the pitch
will change in the playing song when the Pitch Control Slide is
moved.
For instance, every time the Match button is pressed while
holding down the Wait List button, the range numbers in the Pitch
Control Slide change (4, 8, 16, 32, and 54). The higher the number,
the greater the change in pitch will be in the playing song as the
Pitch Control Slide is moved. In other words, at the lowest range
(4), moving the Pitch Control Slide approximately 1” (for example),
would change the pitch (or speed) of the song playing in the Player
much less than if it were set at the highest number (54).

Pitch Bend
Though you may have the BPMs of two songs that are in the
Dual Players, you may occasionally need to temporarily speed up
or slow down one of the songs in order to move their beats in sync.
(There are a number of reasons why this might occur, but none of
them are caused by The PCDJ Software.) This is where the Pitch
Bend feature comes into play:
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Using the Inner Jog Wheel – You can temporarily bend the
pitch of a song by turning the Inner Jog Wheel clockwise (pitch up)
or counter-clockwise (pitch down) when a song is playing in the
Player. The faster you spin the Wheel, the greater the degree of
bend that will occur.
Using the Pitch Bend buttons – You can also bend the pitch
by holding down the Pitch Bend buttons. To bend the pitch to a
greater degree, use the control combination: (Shift + Pitch Bend)
hold down the Shift button and depress one of the Pitch Bend
buttons (minus, to temporarily slow down the song and plus, to
temporarily speed it up). The pitch will bend for as long as you hold
down the either of the Pitch Bend buttons.

Pitch Step
Sometimes it is necessary to be able to move the Pitch
Control Slide minutely in order to better match-up a song with
another, after having manually positioned the Pitch Control Slide to
match the pitch (or speed) of one song with another.
An example would be: You’ve matched the pitch of one
song in one Player with the pitch of another song in the other
Player. But the song that you changed the pitch of begins to drift off
the beat of the other song. This is because the pitch was not
precisely matched.
This is where the Pitch Step control becomes very useful.
By holding down the Load button, while the Player is playing, and
tapping the (–) or (+) Pitch Bend buttons, you can move the Pitch
Control Slide in very small increments – (0.01%). This way, you will
be able to perfectly match-up the two songs together.

Choosing a Position
on the Cue Point Indicator
When the Player is in the Sampler mode – Simply press
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the left or right Cue Memory buttons to scroll up or down the Cue
Point Indicator to choose one of the 20 cue memory positions for
storing or playing Cue Points.

When the Player is in the player mode (but stopped) –
You can hold down the Match button and press the left or right Cue
Memory buttons to step forward or backwards in BPMs.

Different Ways to
Set Cue Points
There are a number of ways to set Cue Points with the
DMC-1. Below is one way to do this.

Set Cue Points with the Jog Wheel
STEP 1. Begin playing your track by pressing the Play
button.
STEP 2. Press the Play button again at the point where you
would like to save a Cue Point in memory.
STEP 3. Turn the Inner Jog Wheel clockwise to seek
forward or counter-clockwise to seek backwards and the
Repeating Pause mode is activated so you can hear exactly
where your cue position is in the song.
You can also use the Outer Jog Wheel to seek as
well. The further you turn it, the faster it will seek through the
song.
STEP 4. To fine-tune the cue’s position, hold down the
Shift button and turn the Inner Jog Wheel. Holding the Shift
button makes the linear movement of the seek function
move in very small increments. This allows you to be
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precise with the positioning of the Cue Point.
STEP 5. Click the Cue/Stop button

Making a Cue Point on the fly
This way of setting a Cue point lets you do it on-the-fly.
STEP 1. Press the left or right Cue Memory buttons to
choose a Cue position (for example, position 1 or 2 or 3 or
4, etc.).
STEP 2. While the song is playing, hold down the Match
button.
NOTE: In this process of holding down the Match button, the left
Cue Memory button represents the top (or odd numbered) Cue
Point in the Cue Point Indicator on the PCDJ Software. The Right
Cue Memory button represents the bottom (or even) Cue Point.
STEP 3. Then, after listening to the song’s beat, press
either the left or right Cue memory button at the position
where you want to set a Cue Point in the song.
NOTE: Using the same combination of control buttons while the
Player is stopped makes the DMC-1 perform a completely different
task. Check the “Other Combination Control Features”

Edit a Cue Point
To put the Player into the Edit mode on-the-fly using the
DMC-1, press the Play button to start the Player playing a track.
Then hold down the Shift key and press the Play button again. You
will begin to hear the Repeating Pause feature, which reveals the
Cue Point’s position in the song.
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Beat Stepping
If you have a Cue Point set, and it is chosen (in the Cue
Point Indicator), holding down the Match button and pressing the
Cue Memory buttons will move the Cue Point exactly one beat per
click. The left button moving backwards by one and the right one
moving forward by one for each time you press it.
You will notice a “+1” or “–2”, for example, in the Pro Digital
1200sl’s (or Digital 1200dmc’s) Display Window.
The Beat Step feature makes it easier to set a cue on-thefly because you only need to listen to the beat of the song and set a
cue on the beat. Then you can easily move the Cue Point forward
or backwards as many beats as you wish. If there is a portion of a
song that had no drum beat to follow (for example, if there’s only
talking or strings playing) you can set the Cue Point before or after
this section and then move the Cue Point to include this section.
Then, when the drum beat starts up again, it will be on the correct
count.
NOTE: To do Beat Stepping, the BPMs of a song must be entered
prior to using this feature. If no BPMs are entered, there is no way
the PCDJ Software can calculate the beat.

The Wait List
To load tracks into the Wait List with the DMC-1, follow the
steps below.
STEP 1. Select a track on the Recordcase (a highlight will
show over the chosen track).
STEP 2. Hold down the Shift button and press the Load
button.
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STEP 3. Repeat steps 1 & 2 until you’ve built your desired
playlist.
(To learn how to do more things with the Wait List such as
play tracks and delete tracks, check back to Chapter IV under these
topic headings.)

* Turntable Break (Off)
Another cool feature in the DMC-1 is the Turntable Break.
When you hold down the Shift button and press Cue (when the
Player is playing), the PCDJ Software will slow down to a stop,
creating a sound like a turntable being shut off.

* Turntable Break (On)
When you hold down the Shift button and press Play (when
the Player is stopped), the PCDJ Software will start playing from a
complete stop and gradually speed up to normal play speed. The
sound effect is like a turntable being turned on.

* Creating Loops (for the Pro Digital 1200sl only)
A Loop is a short length of sound that can be used to work
in to a mix for creating greater effects of the music.
NOTE: A Loop is always started with an odd and ends with the
next sequential even number (i.e., 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8…)
STEP 1. To create a Loop, first choose one of the cue
positions in the Cue Point Indicator.
NOTE: A total of 8 Loops can be created with the PCDJ Pro Digital
1200sl, and they can be created and stored on Cue positions 1 - 16.
Cue Point positions 17, 18, 19, and 20 are reserved for other
functions.
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STEP 2. Set a Cue Point as you normally would. This will
be the starting-point of the Loop.
NOTE: Loops are formed in 4-beat increments.
STEP 3. Then, hold down the Preview button and press the
(–) Pitch Bend button and a Loop will be created in the
length of 4-beats.
This can also be done while the Player is playing so
you can create Loops on the fly.
NOTE: When a Loop has been created, two Cue Lights in the Cue
Point Indicator (in the PCDJ Pro Digital 1200sl) will be lit in the color
olive.
The word, “Loop” will display at the top of the DMC-1’s
Display Window when one has been created and the Loop is
selected in the Cue Point Indicator.
If you want to lengthen the Loop, hold down the Preview
button and press the (+) Pitch Bend button. Each time you press
the (+) button, the Loop will increase its length by 4 beats.

* Loading a Loop into a Player
Loading a Loop is simple:
STEP 1. Choose the Loop that you wish to play by the
scrolling through the Cue Point Indicator and stopping on an
olive-colored Cue Point Light.
STEP 2. Load the Loop into the Player by holding down the
Match button and press the Group button.
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NOTE: When the Player is in the Loop mode, it is technically called
“Sampler” mode. When it is in the Play mode, it is called “Player”
mode.

* Playing a Loop
When player is in Sampler mode – To play a Loop once
it is loaded into the Player, just press the Play button and the Loop
begins to play. You can also stutter the Loop by tapping the Play
button repeatedly.
Press the Preview button for a seamless exit of the Loop.
What is meant by “seamless” is, you don’t have to worry about
pressing the Play button at any certain “exact” time. This is because
no matter when you press the button, the Loop will play to its end
point and then automatically switch to the Player mode and start
playing the track that is loaded in the Player. This gives a seamless
bridge from the Loop to the song without missing a beat.

When the Player is in Player mode – You can load a
Loop into the Player so it will be ready when you want to play it.
STEP 1. Hold down the Match button and press Group.
The Loop will load into the Player while still allowing the
existing song to continue playing without disrupting the
Player in any way.
STEP 2. Then press the Play button on the beat; the song
(if playing) stops playing and the Loop will begin to play
instantaneously.
NOTE: You can switch between the different Loops that you’ve
created by scrolling to the desired odd numbered Cue Point Lights
and loading and playing them the same way as in the steps above.
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* Switching Between Player
and Sampler Modes
You can toggle between the Sampler mode and
Player mode by holding down the Match button and pressing the
Group button. Each time the Group button is pressed, the Player
will switch back and forth between the two modes. Also, the LED
lights above the Cue/Stop and Play buttons will light up.

Using Multiple Loops in the Mix
Now that you know how to toggle between the Player
and Sampler modes, you can learn how to load up to eight Loops
and use them in your mix.
STEP 1. Choose the first Loop that you wish to load by the
scrolling through the Cue Point Indicator and stopping on an
odd numbered, (or top level) olive-colored Cue Point Light.
STEP 2. Load the Loop into the Player by holding down the
Match button and press the Group button.
STEP 3. Now you need to toggle back to the Player mode
so you can scroll in the Cue Point Indicator to choose your
next Loop. Do this by Holding down the Match button and
pressing Group.
STEP 4. Scroll to the next Loop that you wish to load by
pressing the left or right Cue Memory buttons.
STEP 5. Load the next Loop by holding down the Match
button and pressing the Group button.
STEP 6. Continue repeating steps 3, 4 and 5 until you have
loaded all of the Loops that you want.
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Once you’ve loaded all of the Loops that you want, stay in
the Sampler mode. The easiest way of telling which mode
you’re in is by reading the mode dialog in the top left side of
the PCDJ Software’s Display Window. It will say “Sampler”
in this case. (Other modes that can be displayed include
“Player” and “Edit”, depending on the mode the PCDJ
Software is in.)
In the Sample mode, you will now be able to scroll
through your loaded Loops, exclusively, in the Cue Point
Indicator.
STEP 7. Choose a Loop to play by scrolling with the Cue
Memory buttons.
STEP 8. Press the Play button and the chosen Loop begins
playing.
NOTE: You can stutter by tapping Play quickly.
STEP 9. Now scroll to the next Loop that you would like to
play and the Display Window of the PCDJ Software will
show the newly chosen Loop in the stop mode while the
other Loop continues to play.
NOTE: You don’t have to load the Loop. Just choosing it will
prepare it for playing
STEP 10. Press the Play button and the new Loop begins to
play.
You can toggle between the two most recently
played Loops by pressing the Shift button. You can quickly
play each Loop, back-and-forth, by pressing Shift, Play,
Shift, Play, and so on.
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Reverse Loop Play
The DMC-1 will let you play a Loop backwards too. This is
done by holding down the Match button and pressing Preview,
then Play.

Mixing Tracks
Your ability to mix songs with seamless precision with the
PCDJ Software is simple. Follow the steps below to learn how to
use the DMC-1 in mixing, beat matching and more.

Instant Beat Matching
NOTE: The BPM must be set in both of the tracks that are loaded
into the Players in order to be able to use this function.
STEP 1. Load both Players with tracks (see, “Loading a
Track Into the Player” in Chapter IV on how to load the
Players).
STEP 2. If you want the BPM of the track in Player “A” to
match the BMP of the track in Player “B”, press the Match
button on the left side of the controller (this is Player “A” side
of the Controller). The LED light to the right of the Match
button will illuminate to show that the track in that Player has
been Beat Matched.
You could, instead, match the BMP of the track in
Player “B” to that of Player “A” by pressing the Match button
on the right side (Player “B” side) of the controller.
NOTE: The Instant Beat Matching feature works in any mode (for
instance, Play mode, Sampler mode, etc. Also, it works with Loops
as well.
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At this point, the Reference Player (the one that did not
change its BPM) becomes the Master Player. In other words, it
takes over the Pitch Control of both Players. When you move the
Pitch Control Slide on the Controller of the Master Player, you will
see both Slides move in Players “A” and “B”. This allows you to
manipulate the speed of the songs in unison.
FYI: Move the Pitch Control Slide on the Controller of the Subordinate Player and you will see the white dot located to the right of
the Slide’s handle on the PCDJ Software move. This dot simply
shows you the position of the Controller’s Pitch Control Slide’s.
The LED light that is illuminated shows that the Player it
represents is the subordinate (or slave) Player. If you were to
change out the track in the Master Player with a new track, the LED
light of the subordinate Player would begin to blink. This means that
that Player’s Pitch Control is now independent of the Master Player
but is still set to the previous pitch setting made by the Master
Player.
To reset the subordinate Player’s Pitch Control, you only
need to slide the Pitch Control Slide (of the subordinate Player) on
the Controller to meet the Pitch Control Slide of the PCDJ Software.
The blinking LED light will turn off, the white dot on the PCDJ
Software will once again move with the Slide and the Control will be
delegated back to the Player.
FYI: Another way to reset the Pitch Control back to the subordinate
Player is by holding down the Shift button and pressing the Match
button.
NOTE: Resetting the Pitch Control should only be done when the
affected Player’s output is in the monitor/headphones because the
Pitch of the song would jump as you reset it, causing it to drastically
change the speed/pitch of the song.
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The exception to this is to move the Controller’s Pitch
Control Slide very slowly to the position of the PCDJ Software’s
Slide handle. This way, there would be no noticeable change in
speed/pitch.

Other Functions
of the DMC-1
Time Elapsed/Remaining Toggle
To change the running time dialog in the DMC-1’s Display
Window, hold down the Load button and press the Wait List
button.

Stutter
(Stop/Cue + Play) - To create a stutter effect, hold down the
Stop/Cue button and tap the Play button as fast or slow as you
would like.

Stutter and Continue Playing
If you want the song to continue playing after you stutter,
hold down the Play button (while still holding down the Stop/Cue
button), take your finger off the Stop/Cue button and then remove
your finger from the Play button.

“BPM to Pitch” Toggle
To switch the number in the DMC-1’s Display Window from
the Pitch gauge to the BPM (Beats Per Minute) gauge, hold down
the Match button and press Shift. Pressing it again will toggle it
back to Pitch, etc.
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A Final Note
VERY WELL DONE! You have completed the tutorial for the
PCDJ Software. This is what music and mixing is all coming to –
high tech. By adapting your DJ experience with the power and
versatility of the computer and the PCDJ Software, you are
positioning yourself to be a leader in your profession.
You now know how to utilize the advanced features of the
Digital 1200sl. These procedures will quickly become second nature
to you after you have worked with them a few times.
The next chapter offers “Keyboard Shortcuts” for the PCDJ
Software. Once you learn these shortcuts, you will be able to
master the system.
From here forward for as long as needed, you should refer
to this manual and work with the player until you know its features
cold and can comfortably run it.
Do your homework before your gigs and have everything ready
ahead of time. You shouldn’t be making lists and arranging tracks in
the Wait List during your performance. Also, use the Wait List and
Auto Pilot together when performing live. This combination is so
efficient, you’ll wonder how you ever got along without it in the past.

*
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“Original” PC Keyboard Shortcuts
Player A

Key

Function

F1

Cue/Stop

F2

Play/Pause

F3

Seek Reverse

F4

Seek Forward

1

Cue point Reverse

2

Cue point Forward

3

Pitch control -.25% BPM Increments

4

Pitch control +.25% BPM Increments

5

Reset pitch to Zero

Q

Beat match to other Player

W

Bend control –2.5%

E

Bend control +2.5%

Shift + W

Bend control –1.2%

Shift + E

Bend control +1.2%

Ctrl + W

Bend control –5%

Ctrl + E

Bend control +5%

Keypad 1

Load song to Player A
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Player B

Key

Function

F5

Cue/Stop

F6

Play/Pause

F7

Seek Reverse

F8

Seek Forward

6

Cue point Reverse

7

Cue point Forward

8

Pitch control -.25% BPM Increments

9

Pitch control +.25% BPM Increments

0

Reset pitch to zero

Y

Beat match to player

U

Bend control –2.5%

I

Bend control +2.5%

Shift + U

Bend control –1.2%

Shift + I

Bend control +1.2%

Ctrl + U

Bend control –5%

Ctrl + I
Keypad 3
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Bend control +5%
Load song to Player B

Mixer

Key

Function

S

Decrease volume on Player A

D

Increase volume on Player A

G

Move fader to Player A

H

Reset fader to center position

J

Move fader to layer B

Ctrl + G

SLAMS fader to full right position

Ctrl + J

SLAMS fader to full left position

Shift + J

Small step fade to right

Shift + G

Small step fade to left

L

Decrease volume on Player B

; (Semi Colon)

Increase volume on Player B

Z

Decrease Monitor volume

X

Increase Monitor volume

C

Increase Monitor balance to left channel

V

Reset Monitor balance to center

B

Increase Monitor balance to right channel

N

Increase Main balance to left channel

M

Reset Main balance to center

, (comma)

Increase Main balance to right channel
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. ( Per i od)
/ ( Sl ash)
A
‘ ( Q uot e)

Decrease M ai n vol ume
I ncrease M ai n vol ume
Turn on Cue f or Pl ayer A
Turn on cue f or Pl ayer B

BPM Counter

Key

Function

/ (Numeric Keypad Slash)

Reverse search on mini
player

* (Numeric Keypad Asterisk)

Forw ard search on mini
player

- (Numeric Keypad Minus)

Stop mini player

+(Numeric Keypad Plus)

Start mini player

Enter

Trigger for Metronome
(10 beats to activate)

8 (Numeric Keypad)

Increase BPM

2 (Numeric Keypad)

Decrease BPM

4 (Numeric Keypad)

Decrease bend 1.25%

6 (Numeric Keypad)

Increase bend 1.25%

5 (Numeric Keypad)

Hold Metronome **

** release button to reactivate metronome.
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Wait List and Track Information

Key

Function

Insert

Add song to WaitList

Delete

Remove song from WaitList **

Ctrl + Home

Bring up Track Information

** You must be in the waitlist to remove a song.

Other Functions
Key

Function

Up Arrow

Move up one track in recordcase

Dow n Arrow

Move down one track in recordcase

Left Arrow

Move left one subgroup

Right Arrow

Move right one subgroup

Ctrl + Up Arrow

Move up one main group

Ctrl + Dow n Arrow

Move dow n one main group

Ctrl + Left Arrow

Move left one menu item
(find, ripp, WL+ etc)
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Ctrl + Right Arrow

Move right one menu item
(find, ripp, WL+ etc)

Shift + Left Arrow

Change sort order to next left
column

Shift + Right Arrow

Change sort order to next right
column
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New Keyboard Shortcuts
(for “PC Keyboard Only” Setting)

Player A

Key

Function

F1

Cue

Shft + F1

Turntable Off effect

Ctrl + F1

Stop

Ctrl&Shft+F1 Delete Cue Point (when Cue is chosen)
F2

Play/Pause

Shft + F2

Turntable On effect (when Player is off)

Shft + F2

Stutter (when Player is playing)

Ctrl + F2

Repeating Pause (when Player is playing and
Cue Pint chosen)

F3

Seek Reverse (normal speed)

Shft + F3

Seek Reverse (slow speed) while Player is
playing.

Shft + F3

Move Cue Point Reverse 1 millisecond
(While Player is off

Ctrl + F3

Seek Reverse (fast speed) while Player is
playing.
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Ctrl + F3

Move Cue Point Reverse 10 milliseconds
(While Player is off)

Ctrl&Shft+F3 Move Cue Point Reverse 1 Full Beat (While
Player is off)

F4

Seek Forward

Shft + F4

Seek Forward (slow speed) while Player is
playing.

Shft + F4

Move Cue Point Forward 1 millisecond
(While Player is off)

Ctrl + F4

Seek Forward (fast speed) while Player is
playing.

Ctrl + F4

Move Cue Point Forward 10 milliseconds
(While Player is off)

Ctrl&Shft+F4 Move Cue Point Forward 1 Full Beat (While
Player is off)

1

Cue point Reverse

2

Cue point Forward

3

Pitch control -.25% BPM Increments

Shft + 3

Pitch control -.01% BPM Increments

Ctrl + 3

Pitch control -.1% BPM Increments

Ctrl&Shft+3 Moves both Pitch control Slides Up
simultaneously (BPMs required)
4

Pitch control +.25% BPM Increments

Shft + 4

Pitch control +.01% BPM Increments

Ctrl + 4

Pitch control +.1% BPM Increments

Ctrl&Shft+4 Moves both Pitch control Slides Down
simultaneously (BPMs required)
4
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Reset pitch to Zero

Shft + 5
R

Create (4 beat) Loop
Toggles between Play and Loop Modes

Ctrl + R

Reverse Loop Mode (plays backwards)

Q

Beat match to other Player

W

Bend control –2.5%

E

Bend control +2.5%

Shift + W

Bend control –1.2%

Shift + E

Bend control +1.2%

Ctrl + W

Bend control –5%

Ctrl + E

Bend control +5%

Keypad 1

Load song to Player A

Tilde

Auto Functions (Play, Shuffle, Pilot)

NO T E: All ot her key combinat ions are t he same f or t he
PC “Keyboard Only” setting as for the “Original” setting.
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New Keyboard Shortcuts
(for “PC Keyboard Only” Setting)

Player B

Key

Function

F5

Cue

Shft + F5

Turntable Off effect

Ctrl + F5

Stop

Ctrl&Shft+F5 Delete Cue Point (when Cue is chosen)
F6

Play/Pause

Shft + F6

Turntable On effect (when Player is off)

Shft + F6

Stutter (when Player is playing)

Ctrl + F6

Repeating Pause (when Player is playing and
Cue Pint chosen)

F7

Seek Reverse (normal speed)

Shft + F7

Seek Reverse (slow speed) while Player is
playing.

Shft + F7

Move Cue Point Reverse 1 millisecond
(While Player is off
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Ctrl + F7

Seek Reverse (fast speed) while Player is
playing.

Ctrl + F7

Move Cue Point Reverse 10 milliseconds
(While Player is off)

Ctrl&Shft+F7 Move Cue Point Reverse 1 Full Beat (While
Player is off)

F8

Seek Forward

Shft + F8

Seek Forward (slow speed) while Player is
playing.

Shft + F8

Move Cue Point Forward 1 millisecond
(While Player is off)

Ctrl + F8

Seek Forward (fast speed) while Player is
playing.

Ctrl + F8

Move Cue Point Forward 10 milliseconds
(While Player is off)

Ctrl&Shft+F8 Move Cue Point Forward 1 Full Beat (While
Player is off)

6

Cue point Reverse

7

Cue point Forward

8

Pitch control -.25% BPM Increments

Shft + 8

Pitch control -.01% BPM Increments

Ctrl + 8

Pitch control -.1% BPM Increments

Ctrl&Shft+8 Moves both Pitch control Slides Up
simultaneously (BPMs required)
9

Pitch control +.25% BPM Increments

Shft + 9

Pitch control +.01% BPM Increments

Ctrl + 9

Pitch control +.1% BPM Increments
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Ctrl&Shft+9 Moves both Pitch control Slides Down
simultaneously (BPMs required)
0

Reset pitch to Zero

Shft + 0

Create (4 beat) Loop

R

Toggles between Play and Loop Modes

Ctrl + R

Reverse Loop Mode (plays backwards)

Q

Beat match to other Player

W

Bend control –2.5%

E

Bend control +2.5%

Shift + U

Bend control –1.2%

Shift + I

Bend control +1.2%

Ctrl + U

Bend control –5%

Ctrl + I

Bend control +5%

Keypad 3

Load song to Player B

Tilde

Auto Functions (Play, Shuffle, Pilot)

NO T E: All ot her key combinat ions are t he same f or t he
PC “Keyboard Only” setting as for the “Original” setting.
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Appendix A
GLOSSARY

Glossary
AIFF
Similar in its purpose to the WAV standard for PCs, this audio file
format was developed by Apple Computer for storing high-quality
recorded sound in the MAC computer (See WAV).
Application
A software program, other than the operating system, that does a
particular task(s). A word processor program (such as Microsoft
Word), an accounting program and the PCDJ Software are all
examples of applications.
ASF
Short for Advanced Streaming Format, it’s a streaming multimedia
file format developed by Microsoft.
Beat
A repeating sound that creates speed or tempo usually made by an
instrument such as a drum.
Bit
A bit is a particle of information relating to computers. More specifically, it’s a voltage pulsing through a circuit acting as information in
a computer.
Bit Rate
The bit rate is the amount of information that will flow through a
circuit. A few of the standard rates are: 96 Kbit, 128 Kbit, 196 Kbit,
244 Kbit. The higher the bit rate, the faster the transferring of data.
The amount of time it would take to transfer data on a 56 Kbit modem
is much less than the time it would take to transfer the same data
on a 28.8 Kbit modem. Also, better sound quality is achieved at
higher bit rates. Subsequently, the higher the bit rate that is used,
the more memory that is used up to store the greater amounts of
information.
Consider the different bit rates as pipe lines with different diameters.
The wider the pipe, the more information that can flow through. And
just the same, the amount of information that flows at 256 Kbit rate
is much greater than at 96 Kbit rate.
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Buffer
A reservoir of memory preserved to hold data while the data is
being processed. In the PCDJ Software, the buffer basically plays
the song 10 seconds ahead of time before you actually hear it –
making sure no skipping or other malfunctions occur.
Circuit
A path or line in which electrical current flows.
CFG (Configuration)
To “configure” is to choose options in order to customize something.
The CFG button on your PCDJ Software brings you to an area
where you can customize some of your Digital 1200sl’s functions.
Constant Bit Rate
This simply means that the bit rate does not change throughout the
duplication or encoding process.
Cue
Cue is not a special computerized term, and by definition, it is a
signal or device that directs something to happen. A cue directs or
suggests that something occur at a particular time. Setting Cue
Points in a song, in your PCDJ Software, allows you the choice to
begin playing at specific points throughout the song.
Cursor
A movable indicator, such as a blinking line ( l ), in a word processor
(like Microsoft Word) that shows where the next character (letter or
symbol) will be typed.
Desktop Manager
When you start up your computer, before you open any programs,
the screen that you see on your Windows program is called the
“Desktop Manager”. It’s where you begin using your computer in
opening up programs, etc.
Dialog Box
A window that allows you to communicate with your computer. They
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supply information for you to read regarding what you’re working on
as well as allowing you to type information or select among options
to tell your computer what it needs to know in order to complete a
particular task.
Directory
A directory is an area of a disk created for storing related groups of files.
Driver
A program that gives a computer a set of instructions which link
peripheral devices with the operating system so the computer/
operating system can run these devices.
Dynamics
Dynamics (or Dynamic Range) deals with sound in regard to the
range from silence to the highest volume. The greater the ability to
hear or duplicate silence and loudness, the greater the dynamics or
dynamic range. Also, the greater the ability to duplicate this range in
recording, the better the dynamics (or dynamic range).
Encode, Encoder, Encoding
To encode means to convert (a message, data, etc.) into code. A
code is a system of symbols for use in representing information
(usually for secrecy).
In computers, data can be created into specific codes which can only
be understood by the maker of those codes for security purposes, and
this data that has been coded can then be deciphered (or decrypted)
at the receiving end. The making of these codes is called encoding.
Creating an MP3 file involves recognizing and understanding an
audio code for the purpose of converting the code into an MP3 file.
When using CDs, a process known as ripping is used to first take
the WAV format of the CD, duplicate it and place it on the hard drive.
An encoder can read the WAV code and convert (encode) that data
into the MP3 format. Simply put, the WAV files are encoded into MP3
with an encoder.
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Encryption
The translation of data into a secret code for the purpose of protecting
valuable information/technology from getting into unauthorized
hands. In order to be able to read encrypted data, you must have
access to a secret key (or password) that enables you to decrypt
the encrypted information.
File
A collection of data (based on a software program) of a similar type
stored in a computer, on floppy disks, CD’s, etc. Each file is stored
with an assigned name for later retrieval.
Format
In the verbal sense, it is the action of preparing a storage device
(such as a disk), for use.
As a noun, it is a certain arrangement based on a particular set of
rules.
FYI
For Your Information
Icon
A small picture on the computer screen that symbolizes (or
represents) something. You can see examples of icons in your
desktop manager. When you start up your computer, before you
open any programs, the screen that you see in your Windows
operating system is called the “Desktop Manager”. (It’s where you
begin using your computer in opening up programs, etc.) There are
a number of icons you can observe (usually) lined up along the left
side of the screen such as a waste basket, a computer, a floppy
disk, CD, etc. These are called “Shortcut Icons”. When you double
click on one of them, the program it represents opens.
ID Tag
This is a feature in MP3 technology where you are able to place a
tag (or label) to your songs; giving information like the artist, song
title, etc., for each song.
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Interface
The relation and interaction between hardware, software and user.
Basically, it allows the user to interact, with relative simplicity, with a
computer.
Joint Stereo
In joint stereo, the encoder dynamically chooses the method of
encoding, frame-by-frame, that creates the best quality for each
individual frame. This dynamic encoding improves the compression
efficiency, resulting in a higher quality file while having lower bit rates.
Key
When relating to encryption, a key is basically a password, which in
this sense, is a chain of characters that enables a user to access an
encrypted file.
Kbit (Kilobit)
A Kilobit equals one thousand twenty four bits (1 Kbit = 1024 bits)
An example: 128 Kilobits (or 128 Kbit) = 131,072 bits. Don’t confuse
Kilobit with Kilo. A Kilo = 1000 and is used as a measurement in the
metric system.
Metronome
A device that makes a ticking, beeping or other short distinctive
sounds (or a flashing light) at a steady, predetermined rate. It is
often used in music to help musicians keep with the beat of a song.
Midi
Midi allows the interaction of electronic musical instruments, effects
boxes, etc. with electronic musical devices in order to enhance the
sound capabilities of the main device.
MODEM
A device that allows computers to work over the telephone lines or
cable (like cable TV) lines. It is also an acronym for; MOdulation
DEModulation. That is, taking electronic data and turning it into sound
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(modulation), making it travel some distance and then reconverting
it from sound back into data (demodulation).
Module
Hardware or software that interacts with a larger overall system.
Hardware modules are usually designed to plug right into the system.
A software module is a program designed to handle a specific job in
a larger program. The virtual Players, Mixer and/or Recordcase of the
PCDJ Software are examples of modules. Thus, we have program
modules that perform certain tasks for the overall system.
MP3
A technology that compresses sound files, saving a lot of memory
space while maintaining very good sound quality.
Operating System (OS)
The main control program that runs a computer, e.g., Windows, DOS, etc.
Path
The path (or directory path) shows where files are located. A file
named “songs” located in subdirectory “music” within directory
“robert” located on the “C” drive would show a PATH looking like
this: “C:\robert\music\songs .
Parameters
Any information assigned to a program in order to customize the
program for a particular purpose. Parameters basically set limits or
controls to certain activities of a program.
Peripheral
Peripheral devices for a computer refers to the hardware devices
that connect to it, such as a monitor, printer, mouse and keyboard.
Program Manager
The control center for Windows operating system. It manages the
program icons by listing them in menus. By clicking on the icons,
programs can be launched right from the menus.
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Ripping
A term that represents the action of a computer taking soundtracks
from a CD, record, etc., and storing them onto the hard drive. This
process is called ripping. For PCs, the WAV format is used for
storing the audio data. MAC computers use AIFF standard.
Creating MP3 files is a two step process that involves ripping. First,
the audio information from CDs (or other audio media) are duplicated and stored on the computer’s hard drive in the WAV format.
Then the WAV files are encoded to MP3 with an encoder. The
actual ripping is involved with the first step only.
Root Directory
When a disk is first prepared for the computer, a single directory is
created. This is called the “root directory”. This directory stores subdirectories.
Scale
When encoding with a Variable Bit Rate, it is possible to control the
band or extent that the variation will occur. It basically deals with
ranges of dynamics. A Variable Rate at “Scale 50” would use 50%,
or half, of the total dynamic scale available. The scale exists to
allow greater use of the Variable Bit Rate encoding process.
Computers with lower memory capacity, for instance, will still be
able to use the Variable Bit Rate process by “scaling” down the
dynamic range, using less memory to complete the process.
Selection Box
A text box that offers an “on” or “off” option by simply clicking the
mouse pointer in it.
Subdirectory
Subdirectories are created in the root directory to store groups of
related files.
Task Switch Command
There is a key combination on the computer keyboard (Ctrl+Tab)
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that switches back and forth between different programs that are
open in the computer at that particular time. This is called “Task Switch”.
Tempo
The speed at which a song is supposed to be played, based on the
artist who created it.
Text Box
A rectangular box that allows the computer to display text or to let
the user type in information. There are many uses for the text box
such as changing default data where options exist, filling in information that a program requires in order to customize the task for you’re
particular needs or for setting parameters (degrees or limits) like
volume levels, speeds, etc.
Track
For our purposes in this manual, “track” means a recorded song
track (or song); recorded music.
Tutorial
As a tutor is a private teacher, a tutorial is simply an intensive
lesson or course on a specific subject.
Variable (Bit) Rate
As opposed to CBR (Constant Bit Rate), the computer analyses the
song being recorded and changes the bit rate in relation to the song.
For example, in a duplication process (recording) that is assigned a
VBR of 160 Kbit, as the song plays low level sounds, the bit rate
may drop below 160 Kbits to as low as 96 Kbits. And when the song
plays high levels of sound, the bit rate may go above 160 Kbits to
as high as 192 Kbits. The average bit rate of the song will be 160
Kbits for the whole length of the song.
WAV file
A format in Windows that stores soundtracks from CDs, records, etc.,
with perfect representation. The duplication is excellent, but a lot of
memory space is taken up.
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When the Digital 1200sl ripps from CD’s, WAV files are created first
and placed on the hard drive, then these (WAV) files are encoded
into the MP3 format.
Web Browser
A computer program that helps you search the Internet and find
what you’re looking for.
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